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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
To the Honorable Board of Control of

State Institutions of Higher Learning of Florida.

Gentlemen: I have the honor to submit herewith the report of the University

of Florida for the biennium which has just closed. This report, including detailed

statements by the deans, administrative officers, heads of departments, and others,

gives a complete picture of all of the activities which have been carried on at the

University in the two-year period. I shall attempt to set out high lights and general

matters that appear to me to warrant emphasis and special attention. I hope that

members of the Board will find time, however, to go over the detailed reports of the

other officers.

GROWTH OF THE UNIVERSITY

The University of Florida has continued to grow and expand in spite of economic

recession and more careful selection of students for admission, and without solicita-

tion, either through agents or advertisements. The enrollment steadily increases

from year to year, and the percentage of increase becomes greater. Demands on all

the agencies of the University and opportunities for services arising therefrom have

become greater from year to year. The tendency of many state universities is to

become so large that quantity replaces quality as an objective. It is regrettable that

the University of Florida has been unable to secure additional facilities and personnel

that would enable it to keep pace with the growth of enrollment and other demands.

The expansion seems to be natural and inevitable and in accord with the trends of

modern times. Student attendance at the University, exclusive of those in extension

and correspondence courses, has mounted from 13 5 in 1905, when the University

was reorganized at Gainesville, to 5,909 students in 1937. There were approximately

4,000 students in 1930, but by 1937 there was an increase in student clock hours of

almost exactly 3 5 percent over this fi.gure. In extension and correspondence courses,

the total enrollment has exceeded the preceding biennium by a total of 4,5 3 1. Taking

formal and informal instruction during the two years were 16,421.

Not only have thousands of students knocked unsolicited at the doors, but the

state and its citizens have continued to make new demands for service. For example,

without recommendation from the administration of the University, the last Legis-

lature established a School of Forestry and made available a continuing appropriation

of a considerable amount in addition to the small sum that had been appropriated

for the beginning of this work at the University. It is really surprising that a service

of this kind has been so long delayed in Florida.

There are numerous other desirable public services yet unsupplied. In the last year

or two, there has been inaugurated an ambitious program of social security by the

co-operation of the Federal Government and the states. The Florida Legislature very

appropriately tOok steps in this matter and a Social Welfare Board is now function-

ing, but there is no place in the state where social workers can be trained.

Naturally, there have been increasing strains put upon the physical plant of the

University. Unfortunately, the state has not been able to supply a complete build-

ing of any proportions in a period of more than seven years, and a building fund of

several hundred thousand dollars, which was borrowed from the University, has

never been returned. However, through gifts. Federal funds, earnings and increased

valuation the physical plant has been enhanced since 1931 to the extent of $1,390,-

697.54. Of this amount, $348,476.86 was realized from state appropriations, of

which the principal items were $200,000 for the College of Education and Yonge
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Laboratory School, matching a gift of the General Education Board, and approxi-

mately $ 100,000 for the Seagle Building, which today is valued at $402,000. During

this period, the University has received $513,479.30 from the Federal Government,

$237,682.23 from gifts of a private nature, $126,452.60 from earnings, and $164,-

606.5 5 from increased valuation. These statements have reference to the plant on

the main campus at Gainesville and do not include additions to the agricultural

exf)eriment stations. A new Potato Experiment Station was established at Hastings

at a cost of $10,000, and an addition to the Experiment Station at Lake Alfred in-

volved a similar sum of money. Additional farm lands have been acquired through

Federal funds.

The growth in the number of students is remarkable in view of the comparatively

meagre amount of funds which are available for loans and scholarships to needy

students. State scholarships that were hitherto available are no longer tenable be-

cause of lack of funds. The Office of the Dean of Students has been successful in

providing an unusual number of work positions, considering the small community in

which the University is located. Approximately 1,800 students now hold jobs of

some kind at the University. Of these, 2 50 are National Youth Administration

scholarships. The Rotary Clubs of Florida have accumulated a revolving fund of

$32,156.89, which has enabled a good many boys to have the advantage of an educa-

tion. Recently Sears, Roebuck, and Company has established 2 5 scholarships at the

University of Florida, which make available $100 each, annually; the United States

Sugar Corporation established a scholarship as a memorial to the late Senator Fletcher,

which pays $500 annually.

Last year the University suffered one of its greatest personal losses in many years

in the passing of the Dean of Students, B. A. Tolbert. His extensive service to the

students and their full appreciation have resulted in a memorial of tangible form.

The students of the University have established a Tolbert Loan Fund, which began

under another name in 1934 with a total of $300. Chiefly by their own efforts, the

students have brought this fund to $4,800 in 193 8.

Inability to provide adequate personnel, books, or other needs of the Graduate

School has not retarded student enrollment, which increased from 108 in the fall of

193 5 to 158 in the fall of 1937. The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is now offered in

Animal Husbandry, Pharmacy, and Chemistry. The growth of enrollment in the

summer has been even greater than that in the regular session, on account of the

presence of many teachers, seeking additional training. In the first term of the

Summer Session of 1936, 119 students registered in the Graduate School. By way of

contrast, the number registered in the first term of the 1938 Summer Session was 266.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

A large community of students and an ample plant do not insure scholarship or

educational quality. The major objective of the University of Florida for the past

ten years has been to improve the character of the work of the students and the

efficiency of the instruction of the faculty.

The General College, which has been the outstanding feature of the University's

work for several years, has continued to develop; and the transition from the old

traditional program to the new has been made smoothly. Furthermore, experimenta-

tion is in progress, attempting to present practical and meaningful material rather

than to lay foundations in specialized subject matter, to fit the program to the indi-

vidual student, to offer individual direction and guidance, and to provide experienced

and talented teachers for beginning students.
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The work of the General College continues to attract the interest of the educa-
tional foundations and other agencies dedicated to the study and development of

educational processes. Many educationalists from distant points visit the University
of Florida and sometimes remain for considerable periods of time, inspecting in detail

the operation of the General College.

The Co-operative Plan of Engineering Education, described in some detail in my
last report, has been working satisfactorily and there are now eleven industries in-

volved in it. Such a plan of education not only permits alternation of practical

experience with the acquisition of theory but offers the possibility of training to stu-

dents without sufficient funds by enabling them to make some money while they are

getting their education. This plan has received favorable attention not only from
the various industries of Florida but has also been recommended by engineering

educators in other parts of the country. The plan was inaugurated at the University

of Cincinnati some years ago and has been operating effectively in Pittsburgh and
other places.

Probably there has been no more significant recognition of quality of scholarship

at the University of Florida than the granting of a charter and the establishment of

a chapter of the oldest and most esteemed of all scholastic fraternities. Phi Beta

Kappa. The vote of the 119 chapters, represented in the Triennial Council that

gathered in Atlanta last year, was almost unanimous for a chapter at the University

of Florida. The formal installation of the chapter took place in February, at which
time the President and six Senators of the fraternity and numerous distinguished

personages from chapters in various parts of the country participated. Perhaps we
have never had such a large group on the campus, interested purely in better and
more liberal scholarship.

During the entire history of the University, funds have been inadequate for the

developing of the kind of library which is required for the best achievements. In-

adequate libraries are the principal reason that we have only three universities in the

southern states that have attained membership in the American Association of Uni-

versities. Scholars cannot be expected to push back the horizons of learning, if they

do not have at hand the results of the efforts of their predecessors and contemporaries.

Recently, the accretions to the University Library have been greater but are still

incapable of keeping pace with our growth and needs. It is encouraging that there

has been organized a voluntary group, who call themselves "Friends of the University

of Florida Library," intent upon increasing the facilities and varieties of service. At
the end of the biennium, we had the total of 140,884 volumes, of which 101,225

were in the Main Library. The principal branch libraries are the Law, Agricultural

Experiment Station, General Extension, Chemistry, and Yonge School libraries.

NEW ADDITIONS TO THE PHYSICAL PLANT

Reference ha.s been made to general expenditures from several sources in developing

the plant. The most important addition during this biennium was the John F. Seagle

Building, an eleven story structure, off the University campus and in the business

section of Gainesville, which was made possible by the combined contributions of

Miss Georgia Seagle, the city of Gainesville, the P.W.A., and the state. The total

amount invested is a mere fraction of the value of the completed building. Several

hundred thousand dollars had already been expended on the project before the prop-

erty was acquired at the nominal figure of $40,000. Into this building have been

transferred many of the non-instruction activities thus relieving much needed space

on the main campus for classrooms, offices and laboratories.
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The University Museum, which had been stored for the most part on account of

lack of space, has three floors in the Seagle Building. In time, it should be possible to

make a rather creditable display in the new location. Other activities transferred to

the Seagle Building include the General Extension Division, the State Plant Board

(not a part of the University), the State Mapping Project (an activity of the

W.P.A.) , the University Board of Examiners, the County Agent and Home Demon-
stration Agent of the Agricultural Extension Service, a recording laboratory for the

Radio Station, and electrical laboratories.

A much needed lecture room, accommodating over 300, has been added to the

Chemistry Building, largely through W.P.A. funds.

An important addition has been made to the Agricultural College in the building

of a Dairy Products Laboratory, which was made possible through a grant from the

P.W.A., supplemented by a sponsor's contribution from earnings at the University.

This building is well equipped with the latest and most scientific apparatvis and fills a

long felt need. It should be the beginning of a group of laboratories dealing with
related subjects. A new Poultry Laboratory has also been constructed in the Agri-

cultural College.

The Austin Cary Memorial Demonstration Forest under the auspices of the School

of Forestry has been extended to over 2,000 acres, which is the minimum amount re-

quired for an accredited School of Forestry. In passing, attention should be called to

the fact that it will require a number of years to secure an accredited School of

Forestry. There is none now in the southern states, and the accrediting agency does

not give a great deal of encouragement. This is mentioned because an impression has

been developed that an accredited School of Forestry could be secured by complying
with purely mechanical standards in securing certain appropriations, providing for

a forest and floor space, and other quantitative factors. These tangible elements are

all necessary but the ultimate accrediting of the School of Forestry will depend upon
results and the quality of work accomplished. It will require some years to test

these latter.

In the Engineering College, an hydraulic laboratory has been erected and is nearing

completion. This is one of the most substantial structures on. the campus and will

constitute a complete and valuable asset to the University and the state. The cost of

the building was approximately $70,000 and it has been erected with "W.P.A. funds.

A University dining room, which has been in process of construction through
relief agencies for the whole biennium, is almost completed. This room connects

the Florida Union and the kitchen and offers a suitable place for formal dinners and
luncheons. At other times it is used by students for recreational purposes. For the

past year a shortage of large classrooms has required its use for lectures.

Numerous other minor additions have been made to the plant which are described

in detail in the reports of the Deans and other administrative officers.

CHANGES IN THE CURRICULA

In an era of social and economic revolution, there is placed upon educational in-

stitutions an insistent, if not imperative, demand for readjustment of courses of

instruction. Heraclitus, the ancient Milesian, could find no better jvistification of

his doctrine of change than the world in which we live today. Most of the changes
have been precipitated by factors that are beyond control. For example, the chang-
ing agricultural economy of the United States is inevitable because of different

relations to other nations affecting world markets, the loss of the open frontier, the
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dwindling in the size of farms, as well as the wearing out and erosion of lands, to

mention only a few of the factors involved.

In the field of social sciences, we are facing the most severe test of adjustment.

Governments have been subjected to crucial tests, and more apprehension exists con-

cerning government than has existed in centuries. Many scholars have been driven

out of their sequestered haunts and have abandoned contemplation of classical and
historical problems for a vigorous attack upon contemporary social and economic
situations. Unquestionably, numerous causes contribute to the protracted economic
depression, political instability, and social unrest that has beset us in recent years.

Whatever the various causes may be, certainly the universities are confronted with

one of the gravest responsibilities of all time in seeking answers to the perplexing

questions that are being propounded.

The curriculum of the General College at the University of Florida is woven
around the vital and challenging situations that belong to contemporary life. Fur-

thermore, the reorganization of the General College curriculum has necessitated

modifying the curricula of the colleges of the Upper Division for purposes of articu-

lation and satisfactory results. Changes have been worked out in most of the

advanced courses which we believe are in harmony with most recent educational

philosophy. Finally, many changes have been made to meet demands made upon us,

already mentioned, and to widen the services of the University and meet the needs of

challenging conditions of a transforming social and economic era.

AGRICULTURE

Agriculture has always played a foremost part in the welfare of Florida. Just now
it is involving increased application of research, and we are confronted with a com-
plexity of problems greater than those of the past. The Federal Government in its

present budget is expending one billion, six hundred million dollars through the De-
partment of Agriculture. The new action programs which are being put into effect

by the present administration at Washington have created the necessity of working

out future correlation and co-operation between the United States Department of

Agriculture and the states and, particularly, the Land-Grant Colleges. The President

of the University at present is a member of the Executive Committee of the Associa-

tion of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. During recent months the Executive

Committee has held frequent conferences with the Secretary of Agriculture and

other officials of the Department, and a plan of co-operation has been developed that

should have a very salutary effect on the future of agriculture.

The Agricultural Experiment Station and the Agricultural Extension Service have

carried on with increased energy during the biennium. The Experiment Station has

investigated one hundred and eighty-two major agricultural problems in Florida.

Several studies jn agricultural economics have been completed and further studies

are in progress-

A service that has been extended and which we believe to be peculiarly valuable to

the farmers of Florida is the weather forecast which is now made available for the

whole peninsular region.

The extension programs are now carried on in all the counties in Florida, except

seven. Some counties have County Agents but do not have Home Demonstration

Agents.

Another important part of the agricultural program has been the education carried

on over the University Radio Station. Three hundred and thirteen Florida Farm
Hour programs have been given in the past year and in February the 2700th anni-
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versary program was celebrated. Radio has just begun but it has already proved

itself to be the most effective, instantaneous medium of general communication that

we have. The Florida Farm Hour programs are built around Florida agricultural

problems, since the National Farm and Home Hour is not adapted to Florida condi-

tions. We have peculiarities of climate, crops, soils, diseases, and many other things

that are not common to other parts of the country. An effective solution of prob-

lems growing out of these characteristic conditions can only be worked out by our

own Agricultural services, and the State and University Radio Station is the only

available medium for prompt communication.

In view of the increasing importance of agriculture, it is planned to strengthen

the entire agricultural set-up and particularly the teaching division of the College of

Agriculture. Plans have been made for this program and we hope for real progress in

the immediate future.

RADIO STATION, WRUF
We have already cited the value of the Radio Station to our agricultural services.

A word should be said about the general value of radio in education and particularly

the many benefits accruing to the state and University by the operation of Station

WRUF. Educational radio stations have operated under great handicaps because

radio in this country is largely dominated and controlled from the commercial point

of view. Various attempts have been made to deal with the situation. Most of the

educational radio stations, however, have been driven out. Money making, as else-

where in American life, enjoys the right of way on the air. Education, public welfare,

and other matters of moral and intellectual significance have had to give way. For

example, educational stations are not permitted night time because this constitutes

the most valuable period for advertising and sponsored programs. Education has

been compelled to take what is left when the most valuable hours have been sold.

Repeated attempts have been made under the leadership of the Commissioner of

Education, the American Council on Education, National Council on Education by

Radio, National Education Association, and other organizations interested in educa-

tional broadcasting to secure special wave lengths or increased opportunities for

educational programs. These efforts have been thwarted in the past but are now
beginning to gain some headway with Congress. President Roosevelt recently

appointed Mr. McNinch, who is going over the entire situation and apparently is

aware of the educational and moral aspects of radio.

The operation of Station WRUF constitutes a dilemma in that some persons feel

that being as powerful and as well-located as any station in the state, it should be

independent of state appropriations, while others, particularly those interested in

other stations, feel that no sponsors should be sought and the station should be

operated entirely from state funds. Such a conflict appears to be inevitable in all

matters where states are brought into competition with municipalities or private

agencies. WRUF has been in operation for ten years, and I have no hesitancy in

saying that it has been of incalculable value to the University and the state. Oper-

ated as a commercial station, it would still have value but most of the benefits which

now accrue to the University would disappear. Some of these are:

1. An agency for the dissemination of facts and truth without bias of any kind

would be superseded, and the station would become the medium for the dissemina-

tion of propaganda, misrepresentation and statements colored in the direction of

the desires of the sponsors. Products such as patent medicines, alcoholic liquors,

etc., would seek to be exploited, as on other commercial stations. The nature of

these programs would complicate student life at the University.
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2. As already indicated in connection with the agricultural programs, only the least

desirable time would be made available for educational broadcasting and the best

hours would be sold for advertising.

3. Programs adapted to the needs of Florida, such as the Florida Farm and Home
Hour, would necessarily be replaced by other programs which are not suited to

the people and conditions of our state.

4. Station WRUF is a very important asset to the College of Engineering, particu-

larly to those students who are studying in the fields of electrictiy, radio, and

kindred subjects. It provides for these students laboratory facilities that are ex-

ceptional and which would be lost if the station is taken away from the University.

5. Closely related to its laboratory functions is the value that arises from the station

as a work shop and school, producing experts in practical radio broadcasting.

More outstanding announcers have been trained in WRUF than in any other

station in the country. Students trained here are now found in leading stations

throughout the country, including New York, Washington, Chicago, Cincinnati,

Louisville, Dallas, and other places. The Florida men scattered over the country

in radio stations are an indirect and imperceptible but powerful asset to the state

and the University.

6. "WRUF has been op>erated for a small sum of money in comparison with stations

of similar power and character. This is made possible because the faculty, stu-

dents and organizations of the University, such as the Glee Club, Band, and

Orchestra, are available without cost or at very nominal amounts.

7. WRUF is now operated in an attempt to promote the best interests of the state

and its people. If control is taken over by some other agency, there is no guarantee

that it will be' operated in the future for these purposes, particularly if this con-

trol goes beyond the borders of Florida.

PRESENT NEEDS OF THE UNIVERSITY

It would require much space to catalogue the specific needs of the University at

this time. The rapid growth of the student body; new demands for research, created

by modern problems; the comparative lack of wealth in the region served by the

University; and finarK;ial difficulties encountered in the state government are among
the principal reasons why a great many unsatisfied wants have developed in recent

years. The inability of the state to provide for adequate plant expansion has already

been cited and prodigious efforts have been made to escape from the consequences of

this situation, yet there are whole colleges on the campus with no place that they can

call home. The College of Business Administration, for example, second in size and

enrollment, has no building in which to center its activities. Its classrooms and

offices are scattered through the buildings of other colleges and even dormitories.

As bad as the building situation appears, it is not comparable to the need of

personnel. As a result of reduced appropriations in recent years, a large part of the

faculty and staff have been sent away. At one time, more than one hundred positions

were abolished. During the biennium, there have been some restorations but not

sufficient to bring the University to the point where it was before retrenchment

began. At the present time, the members of the faculty are carrying teaching loads

which on the average are one-third heavier than other colleges of the United States

and are paid salaries that are on the average one-third less. In no period of the

University's existence have so many of its staff left it for more lucrative and

attractive positions as during the biennium just closed. Restorations and increases
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in the staff and salaries should be made with all possible speed, if the present quality

of work is to be maintained. Florida produces a great deal of superior natural talent.

At present much of this superior talent is being drained to other parts of the country

because of insufficient encouragement and support here. This, I regard to be the

most crucial situation that now confronts us.

The satisfaction of needs of the University can only be secured through additional

funds. It will be contended by some that additional funds are unreasonable in our

present situation. A few words in general might be revealing. Contrary to general

belief, the amounts of money which are expended on education are small in com-

parison to some other things which are not only less valuable but in some instances

might me regarded as harmful. For example, more money is expended on tobacco

than on education. One would hesitate to challenge expenditures on the improve-

ment of beauty, but more is spent upon cosmetics and related adjuncts to make
feminine appeal than is expended upon education.

It is natural that when depression strikes and expenditures are reduced our people

begin to cut off at the points where they normally spend the least. The first cuts

are made on the churches, benevolences, community chests, and education. In 1936

the national income was 61% greater than in 193 2. This enabled the American

people to increase their expenditures in certain directions, some of which were as

follows: jewelry, 25%; Army and Navy, 30%,; theatres, 41%; cigarettes, 48%;
automobiles, 203%; whiskey, 220%; steel production, 248%; radio, 302%; and

beer, 317/{. While these increases were taking place, there were certain decreases

among which were churches, 30%; benevolences, 29%; community chests, 24%;
and colleges and universities, 18%. I am not passing judgment on comparative

values involved in these expenditures but I contend that these facts and figures,

furnished by most reliable agencies, show that our people are able to spend more for

education, religion, and some of the things that have to do with the spiritual and

moral welfare of society.

I offer these figures on a national basis because complete figures for the state of

Florida are not available. What we have shows, unquestionably, the trends are similar

in the nation and in Florida. In a recent study. Wealth, Children and Education by
Norton and Norton, the relative ability of the state of Florida to finance education,

based on its potential revenue vmder a modern tax system and the number of children

of school age, is .81 as compared with 1.00 for the United States as a whole. Florida

is thus seen to be below the average state in its ability to support education, but is

much more able than most of its neighbors. For example, the index figures for North
Carolina are .42; Georgia, .36; South Carolina, .3 3; Alabama, .31; and Mississippi,

.30 as compared with 1.00 in the United States."'

The study also reveals comparative efforts being made by the states in proportion

to the ability they possess to support education. Florida ranks low in the effort that

is being made to support its school system. Using 1.00 as an index for the United

States, Florida's effort is .91. The states mentioned with much smaller potential

ability are making efforts correspondingly greater: North Carolina, 1.12; Georgia,

.84; South Carolina, 1.08; Alabama, 1.05; and Mississippi, 1.3 l.f

A study made by President H. C. Byrd of the University of Maryland, recently,

shows cost per student in state supported colleges and universities. Average cost per

* Norton, John K. and Norton, Margaret Alltucker. Wcaltlj, CfjilJreii and Education. New York,

Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College, Columbia University, 1937, p. 34.

t Ibid., p. 54.
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student in state institutions for the United States is $301 per student; at the Uni-
versity of Florida it is $224. There are only twoi state universities with a per capita

cost below Florida.

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS

Before closing this report, a brief summary of the financial requirements of the

University in the immediate future would seem enlightening and helpful. The
largest appropriation which the University has received at any time from the state

was in 1930-3 1. In that year the total appropriated by the Legislature for the opera-

tion of the University proper was $8 51,3 84.50. This is exclusive of the Experiment
Station, Agricultural Extension Service, and the Radio Station. Subsequently we
were compelled to take severe cuts with the onset of the depression. In 1933-34 the

appropriation was $561,000. At the beginning of the present biennium, an effort was
made to restore appropriations approximately equal to those of 1930-31, but this was
not quite consummated. In the year just closing the appropriation for the University

was $810,000, exclusive of a special continuing appropriation for the establishment

of a Department of Forestry by the last Legislature, for which purpose $32,500 was
appropriated. We have made long and careful study of our needs and economies, and

we believe that an appropriation of $945,000 is the least that could be appropriated

in the next biennium without sacrificing the quality of work now being done at the

University or without abandoning some of the activities or departments. This

would be an increase of approximately 1 6 '/4% over the present appropriation. Oper-

ating on this amount would mean that we would have about 14% increase over what
we had in 1930-31, although at the present time the enrollment is 59% over that of

193 0-31 and probably will be even greater in the next biennium, and the plant, upon
which approximately $1,500,000 has been expended since 1930-31, is 30% greater

than it was at that time, thus involving considerably more cost of operation, main-

tenance, heating, lighting, janitor service, etc.

I cannot urge too strongly the importance of restoring the salaries of the faculty

at the earliest possible moment, if we are to prevent the continuous drag of our

people out of the state. A study made by a qualified committee indicates that during

the period from 1930-31 to the present, salary increases at the University have not

kept pace with the increases in the cost of living.

The demands made upon us for solution of problems of research and for new fields

of study are increasing each year. The School of Forestry was added without request.

The reorganization and strengthening of the College of Agriculture is imperative, or

I feel that we are going to face a great deal of dissatisfaction and criticism at this

point. As previously indicated, there is great need of provision for a training school

for social workers at the University of Florida, there being no school of this kind in

the state. These are only a few of the new services needed for the development of the

state's welfare.

For the Agricultural Experiment Station we received an appropriation of $3 81,-

895 in 1930-31. At the present time, the annual appropriation is $414,040. Recent

Legislatures have shown a disposition to establish new branch experiment stations

in various parts of the state and to increase appropriations for branch stations and

field laboratories with the result that the Main Station at Gainesville, through which

all the sub-stations and laboratories are fed, has been sacrificed and its appropriations

reduced. Unless these trends are checked, the future for agricultural research has the

appearance of wasting a considerable amount of money. I strongly recommend that

no more branch stations or field laboratories be created and that the Main Station at

Gainesville be put on its feet. The building in which the Station has been located has
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been condemned for twelve years and all attempts to secure relief from the Legis-

lature have been futile. I recommend that an annual appropriation of $441,929 for

the Agricultural Experiment Station be made for the next biennium. This would be

about 16% above the amount available in 1930-31 and 6.7%) above the present

appropriation.

In 1930-31, the Agricultural Extension Service received an appropriation of

$89,352.25 from the state. At the present time, it is $88,000. I would recommend
an increase to take care of demands made upon us by the greatly enlarged program,
necessitated by co-operation with the Federal Government, as well as other needs, of

$101,608. This would be about 14% over the amount available in 1930-31 and
155/2% increase over the present appropriation.

In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation of the continued confidence and
support of the Board of Control and the Board of Education, without which I think

I would have before now relinquished the task of attempting to build a University

amid so many discouraging circumstances. I wish to speak of the high morale and
evident co-operative attitude on the part of the faculty and staff. Perhaps the most
encouraging of all factors in a trying situation is the improvement in the spirit of the

student body. After all, an institution of learning lives, moves, and has its being in

the student body. This is the final and supreme test of progress and, so measured, I

doubt if any University has progressed more satisfactorily in these crucial times than
has the University of Florida.

Respectfully submitted,

JnO. J. TiGERT,

President, University of Florida

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
To the President of the University.

Sir: During the past biennium the Office of the Dean of Students has had some
changes of personnel on account of the sudden and lamentable death of Dean B. A.
Tolbert. After Dean Tolbert's death I served in the capacity of Acting Dean until

May, 193 8, at which time I was made Dean of Students. Mr. J. Ed. Price, who served

as Acting Assistant Dean of Students during the year 193 5-36, became Assistant

Dean upon the appointment of a permanent Dean; and Mrs. B. A. Tolbert, who was
for several years Secretary to the Dean of Students, resumed her position after the

death of Dean Tolbert.

The activities of the office have continued with the same objectives as initiated and
carried on for a number of years under the direction of Dean Tolbert. Briefly stated,

an attempt has been made to secure the co-operation of students and faculty in im-
proving conditions under which the most effective education may take place. These
conditions have had to do with the relationship between students and faculty in

attempting to create an esprit de corps and morale conducive to wholesome student

life. As a result of the depression a great deal of time and effort has been spent in

helping students work out financial problems in the form of employment, loans,

scholarships, and various kinds of self-help.

A majority of the time spent in the Office of the Dean of Students is spent in deal-

ing with students in personal conferences concerning matters that students do not
ordinarily feel they can take up with instructors or the deans of the colleges in which
they are registered because they have to do with matters outside of the classroom.

Our records indicate that approximately half of the members of the student body
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come in for conferences at some time during the year. These problems vary, but all

are important to the student and merit patient and careful consideration on the part

of someone. Council, guidance, and information are given, but the attitude is

maintained that the problem is, after all, the student's and that his own effort must
provide the solution. The student is made to feel that when he entered college he

undertook a job that demanded the best of his own resources.

Perhaps the next important function of the Office of the Dean of Students has to

do with student organizations. Of these, the most important is the student govern-

ment organization, which consists of the student body President, the Executive

Council, and the Honor Court. This organization touches every student in some

way. It exercises a very significant influence upon the entire University community.

The principles upon which it operates have become traditional, and the student body

has been most successful in selecting high-grade representatives to carry on the

duties of this organization. The student body leaders have shown a splendid attitude

of co-operation with the University Administration in carrying out the policies of

the University and in propogating public-spirited policies on the campus and in the

community of Gainesville.

The social fraternities have shown a slightly proportionate decrease in their mem-
bership during the past two years. The 1935-36 report of the Dean of Students

stated that slightly less than half of the students held membership in some social

fraternity; at the present time, slightly more than one-third of the student body

holds membership in some social fraternity. This decrease can perhaps be accounted

for by the depression. Social fraternities have a very definite place on the University

of Florida campus. They co-operate with the Administration in many helpful ways,

and as a group exert a helpful and wholesome influence, not only as social organiza-

tions but also from the standpoint of scholarship and guidance to their membsrs. A
major part of all student social activities of the University are conducted by these

organizations, and all matters pertaining to the social life on the campus are handled

by the Office of the Dean of Students and the Committee on Student Social Affairs..

The Office of the Dean of Students this year is making some studies in an attempt

to co-operate more closely with the fraternities in their financial program. In this

study we have interviewed a large number of fraternity leaders on the campus,

faculty advisers, national traveling secretaries, and deans and advisers of men in other

institutions and have made a rather detailed scrutiny of the financial advisory assist-

ance in operation on other campuses. We do not believe it is wise for the Administra-

tion to attempt to take over the financial program, but we do believe that the

Administration ought to make available council and guidance in an attempt to help

the fraternities work out their financial programs.

An increasing number of professional and honorary fraternities are being organ-

ized to appeal i6 definite groups of students. There has been a tendency towards

over-organization and overlapping in this field. The Committee on Fraternities,

Societies, and Clubs, of which the Dean of Students is chairman, has investigated

each organization asking for admittance to the University campus in an attempt to

check this over-organization and overlapping. Two or three have been denied admis-

sion this year because the Committee felt that the field was over-crowded.

As mentioned above, one function of the Office of the Dean of Students concerns

employment, self-help, scholarships, and loans. Approximately 1,800 students at

the University have held some kind of a job during the past year. These jobs vary all

the way from campus laborers to graduate assistants. The National Youth Adminis-

tration has appropriated funds that have made it possible to employ approximately
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250 students during the year 1937-3 8. All of the appointments, time sheets, and
payrolls for the N.Y.A. are handled by the Office of the Dean of Students. More than
three applications are received for every {X)ssible N.Y.A. job. This involves a great

deal of investigation in an attempt to find the most needy and deserving boy for the

job. The policy has been established that no student shall be employed on any job or

given any help in a financial way unless he is making satisfactory academic progress.

During the past biennium the student loan fund has more than doubled. Starting

out in 1934 with $300, it has grown to a total of $4,800 during the past year. A
total of 270 different loans amounting to $6,5 50 were granted during the year

1937-38. These loans ran all the way from $5 to $50, and in many instances the

granting of these small loans determined whether or nor a student would be able to

remain in school. During the past year the students through their own efforts raised

$1,2 50 for this loan fund. Plans are being worked out by various student organiza-

tions to continue to increase this fund during the coming year. Since the fund was
originated by the late Dean B. A. Tolbert and the Interfraternity Conference, it has

been named the Tolbert Memorial Loan Fund.
On account of the lack of dormitory space for housing students, the matter of

inspecting and furnishing information concerning rooming houses has become an

important function of the Office of the Dean of Students. In co-operation with the

State Hotel Commission an effort has been made this year toi make a more careful

inspection of the places where students live. Some pressure has been brought to bear

in an attempt to raise the standard of rooming houses. A careful inspection is made
three times a year, and conferences with landlords and landladies on the problems of

conduct take place frequently.

Much of the work of the Administration is carried on through various kinds of

committees. The Dean and the Assistant Dean of Students hold membership on
thirteen committees. It is through this committee work that contacts are made and
maintained in the various phases of university life.

With the establishment and operation of Florida Union, student activity life has

been very much simplified. The Dean of Students is a member of the Board of Florida

Union and is able to help direct in an advisory capacity much of the student activity

life.

Contrary to the belief of many people, the Office of the Dean of Students is not

primarily a disciplinary office. Only a small part of the work of this office is

punitive. It isi rather remarkable that with a student body of over 3,200 the Dis-

cipline Committee of the University met only once during the year 1937-38 and only
one student was involved. We believe that, as a result of the intimate contact with
individual students and student organizations, much of what might be negative and
disciplinary conduct is avoided by substituting a positive program of student

activity. As a rule most of the disciplinary trouble is caused by a very small number
of students. It is our belief that, if we can locate this small number, we can either

influence them to positive conduct or have them resign from the University.

In closing permit me to say that whatever success the Office of the Dean of Stu-

dents may have in dealing with students is due in a large measure to the co-operative

attitude on the part of other administrative officers and to the President of the Uni-
versity, who has always shown a sympathetic and understanding attitude towards
both students and faculty.

Respectfully submitted,

R. C. Beaty, Deaj7
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REPORT OF THE BUSINESS MANAGER
To the Tresident of the University.

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the Business Office and its

subsidiary activities for the biennial period ending June 3 0, 193 8.

This report includes a complete financial statement and balance sheet for all

colleges and departments of the University, the Agricultural Experiment Station and
Agricultural Extension Service, as well as such auxiliary activities as the Cafeteria,

dormitories, and the Bookstore and Soda Fountain. More detailed reports are printed

annually as exchange publications, and a limited number of copies are available for

general distribution.

Budget recommendations for the Business Office and Maintenance Department for

the biennium ending June 30, 1941, have been submitted to you with explanations

as to small increase for salaries, upkeep, and plant maintenance. The amount is small

in comparison with the increased cost of living. The additional help needed to oper-

ate the buildings on the campus is noted elsewhere in the report. Our records show an

increase of approximately $725,000.00 in plant investment for lands, buildings, and

improvements secured during the past two years.

BUSINESS OFFICE

On account of increased enrollment and changes and improvements in all colleges

and departments of the University the Business Office has had increased duties im-

posed upon it. This additional work has been required in collection of student fees,

rentals, etc., purchasing of supplies, and preparing the necessary vouchers for pay-

ment of all bills. Additional help has been provided in the budget for the last half

of the biennium and by student assistants secured from N.Y.A. funds.

The two-term summer school, with enrollment larger than the regular session,

has made top-speed operation necessary throughout the year.

In order to assist in the vast amount of detail, improvements have been made in

the accounting system, and steps are being taken to place a portion of this work upon

the punched card system of accounting provided by the International Business Ma-

chines Corporation. This is being done in accordance with suggestions of the Auditor

to the Board of Control, and in such a manner that the system will meet all of the

requirements of the National Committee on Standard Reports. When completed we
believe this arrangement will materially assist in furnishing prompt and accurate

information for the numerous reports and budgets this office is called upon to

prepare.

MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT
BUILDINGS

With increased funds available for this department during the past year of the

biennium, much has been accomplished.

The construction of the John F. Seagle Building was completed, making more

adequate and modern quarters for the following departments:

Engineering Experiment Station

General Extension Division

The Museum
Radio Remote Control Studio

Florida Mapping Project.

Science Hall, the former site of the Museum, has been remodeled into class rooms

and offices.
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Unfinished buildings, which were being used while still under construction during

the previous biennium, have been completed as noted:

University Banquet Hall, by exj>enditure of - - - $12,456.14

Florida Union Auditorium, by expenditure of - - - 1,522.70

Cafeteria Kitchen, by exf>enditure of - - - - - 1,333.30

Through a P.W.A. grant the Dairy Products Laboratory was erected. This is a one-

story, brick structure costing $5 8,000.00 and is fully equipped to carry on research

in manufacturing of dairy products.

Also W.P.A. building projects have been approved for construction of new build-

ings and additions to others as follows:

Auditorium in Chemistry-Pharmacy Building, seating 32 5 students, approximate cost - $5 0,000.00
A Hydraulic laboratory ^or Engineering College is nearing completion, costing - - - 70,000.00
Small brick laboratory, adjoining the Central Heating Plant, to take care of equipment

purchased from Drake Estate, approximate cost ---------- 8,000.00

Other improvements include:

Remodeling Section A and Section F Thomas Hall, @ $15,000.00 each ----- $30,000.00
Partitions and other necessary installation on 10th and 11th floors of Seagle Building - 2,000.00

Construction of Faculty Dining Hall at Cafeteria ------------ 4,000.00
Construction of astronomical observatory -------------- 200.00
Fourth floor of Horticultural Building completed to furnish classrooms and offices to

house the School of Forestry ---------------- 10,000.00

Other less extensive improvements include painting, plastering, and installation of

linoleum and tile floors in the Law Library and hallways and basement rooms of

Language Hall.

For the Experiment Station we report building and improvements on campus and
branch stations as follows:

Hastings Potato Disease Laboratory Building - - - $10,000.00

Citrus Station, Laboratory Building Addition - - - 10,000.00

Land, Bankhead-Jones, Farm Work ------ 3,300.00

Drying Shed, Pump House, Poultry House, etc. - - 1,200.00

GROUNDS

To this department has fallen the responsibility of landscaping the grounds around
the recently completed Florida Union Building and the Cafeteria kitchen and the

beautification of those sections of the campus where building activities had been
carried on. The patio of Florida Union Annex has been landscapped with exotic

plants and grass, and colored tile has been laid, making an effective improvement.
One of the major improvements was the addition of five acres north of the Dairy

Products Laboratory. A water system and walks were laid and this entire area

landscaped; approximately 1,000 trees and shrubs were set out and the entire plot

planted in grass.

Sidewalks, either the cement or the crushed stone type, have been laid around the

Chemistry Building, Student Union Building, Dairy Laboratory and Horticulture
Department offices, the Post Office, and the Barracks and from the Agriculture
Building to Science Hall.

Miles of hedge and other shrubbery have been put out on the campus, particularly

in the vicinity of the Chemistry Building, the Infirmary, Science Hall, P. K. Yonge
Building, the Radio Station, and around Florida Field. Live Oaks, slash pines, azaleas,

and bamboo clumps have been placed advantageously to beautify the campus. Most
favorable comments have been made by visitors on this important development.

To provide more adequate watering system, noted in my last report, plans and
specifications for an underground sprinkling system have been drawn up and work as
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a W.P.A. project is now under way. The water for this sprinkler system will be

pumped from nearby campus sinks.

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

The department has maintained all electrical equipment on the campus. Through
careful inspection, proper lubrication, and adjustment, and by giving instruction in

correct operation, the cost of repairs has been very small. Even more important than

this is the fact that the electrical service has been adequate and continuous, and

hazards have been reduced.

The addition of new equipment and some improvements in lighting facilities have

caused an increase of approximately 100,000 kilowatt hours of electricity used in

1937 over that used in 1936. The amount paid for the current, however, is still

more than $4,000.00 less than was paid in 1930.

The electrical installation made by relief agencies has been operating very satis-

factorily. Only a very small percentage of the expense of the department is required

for maintaining this portion of the electrical plant.

Kecomniendations:

Many of the buildings need rewiring.

The telephone service is continually becoming slower on occount of the overload on the

present operators and the need of additional equipment.

The continued increase in the use of electricity indicates the increase of electrical equipment

in use. It is far cheaper to continue in the policy of keeping equipment properly adjusted

and lubricated than to neglect it. The continued increase of equipment means that addi-

tional maintenance electricians are necessary.

MILITARY PROPERTY

Certain recent changes in the Military Supply property room have materially in-

creased the efficiency in handling the U. S. Government property. Uniforms and

equipment are now being issued more systematically and with practically no loss be-

cause of the records set up and kept by the Assistant Military Property Custodian.

To provide greater comfort for the students, the basic wool uniforms have been

changed to cotton khaki. The Officers' dress uniforms have been changed from wool

to army regulation white twill. The change goes into effect this fall.

Recently the four types of horse-drawn 75's formerly used in the Military De-

partment have been replaced by twelve motor trucks.

Government ordnance, uniforms and supplies in our keeping now amount to

approximately $218,500.00.

New sheds and target ranges have been constructed for pistol practice.

CAFETERIA

The University Cafeteria has, since the completion of the much needed sanitary

kitchen, rendered more efficient and economical service to the students.

For several years this department has operated at a loss due to insufficient patron-

age. During the past year with a new ruling requiring students living in the dormi-

tories to purchase not less than four $15.00 meal tickets per semester, we have been

able to give better service and better quality food without acquiring a deficit. The

increased volume was sufficient to absorb the average overhead expense.

"We feel that the Cafeteria is rendering a great service to students who do not take

their meals there, because it has a tendency to hold prices charged for board to a

minimum in the majority of off-campus boarding houses. With probably the largest

number of students in the history of the University working their way, partially or
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wholly, through school, Increased costs for sustenance would create a hardship and

compel many of them to withdraw from school.

The success of this type of service is due largely to the efficiency of the dietitian

in charge. She has a background of training both in college and commercial cafeteria

work that has ably fitted her for the success attained since taking over the manage-

ment, January 1, 1937. She has as her assistant a graduate of the Florida State College

for Women. I have no recommendations for improving this department. If the

W.P.A. loan and grant projects for six additional dormitory units now applied for

are approved, however, we will need an addition to the dining room and counter space

for satisfactory service.

During this biennial period we have added nearly $3,000 in equipment to the

Cafeteria.

The walls and wood-work throughout the Cafeteria have been redecorated, and

the window openings have been changed for installation of more satisfactory screens.

We have about 50 or 60 students employed as waiters and bus boys, for which

service they are allowed board. These students are selected with the co-operation of

the Dean of Students, who is Chairman of the Self-Help Committee, on the basis of

their financial need and scholastic average. Every student worker must maintain a

C average if he is allowed to render such service in this department.

DORMITORIES

For the past several years it has been impossible to meet the demand for dormitory

rooms. All of the sections in Thomas Fiall have been rehabilitated into modern
fireproof rooms from funds which have accumulated from rentals, with the excep-

tion of Section F, which is now being remodeled and will be ready for occupancy at

the beginning of the fall term.

Additional dormitory facilities are being provided by W.P.A. projects, which have

been approved and pending. This takes care of a very serious need, which was men-
tioned in my last report. With the completion of these projects, the University will

have facilities to accommodate approximately 1,100 students. This will provide the

additional dormitory space required to meet the demands of incoming freshmen—

a

need stressed in previous reports.

This year we have employed Mr. H. E. Brunson as Dormitory Supervisor. His

duties are to supervise all janitor service and other necessary work, as well as the re-

pairs, replacements, etc. Each section of the dormitory is in charge of a monitor

under the administration of a head monitor, who is the president of the Student Body
and is directly responsible to the Dean of Students. The morale of the students living

in the dormitories has been much improved under this set-up.

The dormitories are under the care of three housekeepers and twelve colored maids,

who make the beds and clean the rooms daily.

During the summer the dormitories are used exclusively by women students, with
preceptresses in charge of each section directly responsible to the Dean of Women,
who has her living quarters in the new dormitory.

We also have two units of Government Barracks secured from N.Y.A., housing

approximately twenty-five students at a very nominal cost.

BOOKSTORE AND SODA FOUNTAIN

This department is operated on a non-profit basis, supplying text books, stationery,

and other supplies to students at the lowest possible cost. By close co-operation with

the faculty, it is possible always to have on hand sufficient quantities of textbooks,
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thus avoiding the inconvenience of delay when registration is completed and class

work begins.

The bookstore is also co-operating with the students in the purchase of and re-sale

of second hand books, paying higher prices than could be secured elsewhere. The
soda fountain and lunch room add to the service of this department, employing about
20 students, who are selected on the basis of financial need and scholastic ability.

Since taking up quarters in the Banquet Hall Annex to Florida Union, we are able to

serve more efficiently the students using the recreational facilities of this building.

To correct irregularities and to improve the morale and service, changes have been
made in the personnel. We have employed, on a part time basis, Mr. Harold
Riker, M.A., of the University, who will serve as Administrative Assistant as well as

Assistant Director of the Florida Union. With this appointment and the employ-
ment of a new experienced lunch and fountain expert, we feel that this department
is placed on a firm footing and will be in position to render greater service to our
student body.

DUPLICATING DEPARTMENT

Under the careful management of Mr. Charles Wimer, the Duplicating Depart-
ment continues to render an economic service to all University departments and
organizations at cost plus a small overage for replacement of equipment. Much of

the mimeographing work in the entire institution has been centralized in this depart-

ment at a considerable savings both in cost of operation and quantity purchase of

supplies.

The department also produces work by use of multigraph and multilift machines,

many University forms being printed thereon.

During the past year $2,000.00 has been expended to secure some high grade

camera equipment in connection with reproduction work by a photo off-set method.

To provide for additional office space in Language Hall, this department has been

moved to the old Barracks Building. This change has provided some room for ex-

pansion in the department, but does not fully meet its requirements because of

the increasing amount of work they are called upon to do.

In conclusion let me call attention to the figures showing increase to plant invest-

ment since the last report of $725,000.00, including the Seagle Building the greater

part of this amount being available from earnings and W.P.A. funds.

It appears our drastic need for dormitories will be taken care of by the W.P.A.
projects approved and pending.

We need a new Administration Building and more class room space for the con-

stantly increasing student enrollment. The graph indicates the per cent of increase

of enrollment as compared with the per cent of increase in funds from state and

other sources.

I also submit herewith a graph showing how the operating dollar of the University

was provided ahd spent during the first year of this biennial period. The figures for

the second year will be approximately the same.

Respectfully submitted,

K. H. Graham, Bimriess Manager
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ROARD OF CONTROL ACCOUNTS, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS, DISBURSEMENTS AND BALANCES

JULY 1, 1936, TO JUNE 30, 1937

Cafeteria ........
Dormitory Bonds ---...
Resident Halls .......
Infirmary -..-....
Book Store
Duplicating Department - - - -

Student Activity Funds - - . -

Student Union Building ....
Student Union Building

Fireplace P'und - . . - .

N.A.C. Research Fund - - - -

R.O.T.C. Student Account - - -

Drug Research -------
University Incidentals - - - -

Station Incidentals - - - . -

Breakage and Reservation - - -

Cash Deposits—Students Bank -

Scholai-ships and Loans - - . -

Fla. Agri. Exp. Station (Hatch, Adams,
Purnell, Bankhead, Jones)

F.E.R.A.
F.E.R.A. Escrow Account - - -

F.E.R.A. Kitchen Rehabilitation
Physical Education and Locker Fund
Murphree Memorial Fund - - -

Salary Advances ------
Drake Memorial Fund - . - -

National Audubon Societies - - -

Y.M.C.A. Fund
General Education Board

Research Fund - - - . -

Alachua County Soil Survey - - -

Dormitory Dairy Project Loan -

TOTAL

Special Trust Accounts :

Parson's Trust Fund - - -

Parson's Museum Bond Fund

Total - -

TOTAL

Balance
July 1, 1936
$ 439.98
10,100.00



ROARD OF CONTROL ACCOUNTS, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS, DISBURSEMENTS AND BALANCES

JULY 1, 1937 TO JUNE 30, 1938

DISTRIBUTION OF CASH
Board of Control Accounts :

Auxiliary Funds
Cafeteria --------
Dormitory Loan for Dairy Project
Bonds from Dormitory Funds -

Dormitories, Operating Account
Infirmary --------
Bookstore and Soda Fountain -

Duplicating Department - - -

P. K. Yonge

Total

Agency Funds
Student Activity Funds - - -

R.O.T.C. Student Funds - - -

University Incidental Collections -

Station Incidental Collections
Laboratory Breakage - - - -

Reservation Funds for
Dormitory Rooms - - - -

Cash Deposits—Students - - -

Scholarships and Loans - - -

F.E.R.A. Escrow
Drug Research Fund - - - -

F.E.R.A. Kitchen Rehabilitation -

Fla. Agri. Exp. Sta. Federal Funds
Swimming Pool and Locker Fund -

General Education Board - - -

Murphree Memorial Fund - - -

Salary Advances ------
Drake Laboratory Fund - - -

Y.M.C.A. Fund
Natl. Assn. of Audubon Soc.

Balance
July 1, 1937

2,464.13
11,000.00
10,100.00
13,054.45
8,717.93
6,610.80
576.24

Receipts
Balanca

Disbursements June 30, 1938

Total

91,123.24 $

1.000.00
43,126.20
28,040.45

102,436.54
9,812.21
5,937.21

87,165.27
4,000.00

44,733.24
24,521.57

108,345.61
10,134.72
5,233.26

8,137.58
1,099.66

644.87

7,543.50
17,024.66
3,584.39

9.30
204.72
520.10Dr

3,243.75
29.00
135.00

2,780.59
726.88Dr
314.97

17,508.47

74,579.33
17,509.43

254,045.81
50,200.94
3,292.00

6,949.00
162,867.75
46,877.54

71.838.58
16,639.77

254,045.81
50,200.94
3,703.98

520.10
113,101.23

2,878.50
700.00
55.88

10,064.20
804.93

612."5"0

$ 61,013.48 $ 745,059.14

Trust Funds
Parson's Museum Fund - - - - $ 465.38Dr $

Parson's Museum Bond Fund - - 3,000.00
1,149.35

Total

TOTAL ALL FUNDS

$ 2,534.62 $ 1,149.35

$



UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
THE OPERATING DOLLAR-1936-37
HOW THE DOLLAR WAS PROVIDED

PER CENT

Student Fees 8.42

Federal

Appropriation!- 19.51

State

Appropriations 65.52

iSales and Mise. 6.01

HOW THE DOLLAR WAS SPENT
BY FUNCTION BY OBJECT

.PERCENT PER CENT

Salaries 76.04

3ther 16.14-

Operating

Lapita]
i^istratioa 4.96 I h„tl;>v ?«>
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REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR
To the President of the University.

Sir: As Registrar of the University of Florida I have the honor to submit the fol-

lowing report for the regular sessions of 1936-37 and 1937-3 8 and the summer
sessions of 1937 and 193 8. In compiling this report I have included only the most
pertinent information for the periods mentioned and a summary of enrollment and
graduation figures for the entire period of the University's operation in Gainesville.

As in the last two reports the outstanding feature of the statistical data submitted
is the increase in enrollment and teaching loads. During the past year the Office of

the Registrar has begun a study of instructional costs. Wliile a lack of comparable

data for preceding years prevents a detailed analysis of trends, one important fact is

revealed by the study where comparable information was available. This concerns

the index of cost per student credit hour and is shown in Table IV.

ENROLLMENT
In the following tables the enrollment by schools and colleges is shown. In making

comparisons with former years one should remember that with the inauguration

of the General College in 193 5-36 Freshman and Sophomore students were not in-

cluded in enrollment figures for the other colleges as before.

TABLE I, ENROLLMENT FOR THE BIENNIUM

A. Enrollment by schools and colleges, Regular Sessions 1936-37 and 1937-38
1936-37 1937-38

College of Agriculture ------- 171 142
School of Architecture and Allied Arts - - 37 39
College of Arts and Sciences ----- 315 275
College of Business Administration - - - 356 283
College of Education -------- 104 111
College of Engineering ------- 223 222
School of Forestry -------- 45
General College --------- 1572 1882
Graduate School - - - 141 192
College of Law ---------- 135 144
School of Pharmacy -------- 47 39

Grand Total - - - - 3101 3374
Less Duplicates ------ 32 96

NET TOTAL 3069 3278
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B.

1st
Term

College of Agriculture ----- 41
School of Architecture and Allied Arts 5

College of Arts and Sciences - - - 147
College of Business Administration - 95
College of Education ----- 995
College of Engineering - - - - 19
School of Foresti-y ------
General College ------- 214
Graduate School ------ 212
College of Law ------- 50
School of Pharmacy ----- 5

School of Trade and
Industrial Education - - -

Grand Total - - - 1783
Less Duplicates -
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TEACHING LOADS

The trend in student clock hours taught at the University from 1930-31 to

1937-3 8 is shown in Table III. It will be observed that the load has increased nearly

3 5 % during the period for which data is available.

TABLE III. TREND IN STUDENT CLOCK HOURS
Regular Total Student % Increase Over % Increase Over
Session Clock Hours Previous Year Base-Year 1930-31

1930-31 79,981
1931-32 83,875 4.8 4.8
1932-33 86,259 2.8 7.8
1933-34 76,406 12.8* 4.4*
1934-35 88,615 15.9 10.7
1935-36 103,262 16.5 29.2
1936-37 103,125 0.1* 29.1
1937-38 107,915 4.6 34.9

"" decrease

INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF THE INDEX OF INSTRUCTIONAL COST PER STUDENT
CREDIT HOUR FOR THE YEARS 1931-32 AND 1937-38

Index of Cost Index of Cost
TypeofCour?e 1931-32 1937-38

Comprehensive Courses none offered 1.00
Departmental Courses 3.00 3.44
Total—All Courses ------ 3.00 2.44

This table shows that for each $J.OO spent for the instructional unit (the student credit hour) in

1931-32, only $2.44 is now being spent, an economy in instructional cost of approximately 16%. This

Illustrates, perhaps better than any other method possible, the economies that have been possible

through the inauguration of the General College comprehensive courses.

DEGREES CONFERRED

Because of numerous requests for such information, the following table summariz-

ing the number of degrees conferred by the University since 1905 has been prepared.

In the column headed "Diplomas & Certificates" is grouped the number of all awards

made upon the completion of curricula of less than four years duration.

TABLE v. DIPLOMAS, CERTIFICATES, AND DEGREES CONFERRED 1905-193 8

DIPLOMAS, CERTIFICATES, AND DEGREES, IN COURSE
Diplomat; & HONORARY

Year Certificates Baccalaureate Professional Masters Doctors DEGREES
1905-06 3 9 .. 3 - -
1906-07 4
1907-08 7 - 1

1908-09 8. .. 2 - 1 •

1909-10 10 .. .- - 2
1910-11 29 - 1

1911-12 29 .. 1

1912-13 2 36 .. 5

1913-14 57 .. 2

1914-15 10 55 1 1

1915-16 6 43 1 2-2
1916-17 6 38 1 2 - -
1917-18 2 27 - 2

1918-19 6 27 1 4-3
1919-20 5 67 1 1 - -
1920-21 17 50 - 2-2
1921-22 8 86 2 2 - -
1922-23 4 101 1 7-3
1923-24 10 99 5 3
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TABLE V. DIPLOMAS, CERTIFICATES, AND DEGREES CONFERRED 190 5-1938

(Continued)
DIPLOMAS, CERTIFICATES, AND DEGREES, IN COURSE



COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS

All of the comprehensive examinations given in the University have been handled

entirely by the Board of Examiners. The first comprehensive examinations were

given in February 1936. From this time through the spring of 1938 over 60,000

three-hour examination booklets have been produced and over 30,000 have been

given and scored.

An increasing attempt is being made to study the comprehensive examinations

with an inquiry into their technical validity. Average validity indices varying from
1.3 to 5.7 have been found for the various examinations. (An index of 2 is con-

sidered satisfactory.) The index is a measure of the extent to which the items on

the examination separate the high-scoring students from the low-scoring students.

The results of these investigations are reported to those making the examinations to

enable them to improve both their examinations and their teaching procedures.

The number of progress tests given in the various comprehensive courses has shown

a steady increase. The Board of Examiners co-operates in the printing, giving and

scoring of these examinations.

GENERAL COLLEGE STATISTICS

The Board of Examiners has made several statistical studies concerning the General

College students. A brief summary of one of the more important studies covering

the status at the beginning of the first semester 1937-3 8 of the 888 General College

freshmen of 1935-36, is given below.

Number in the Upper Division,
University of Florida -

Number in the General College,
University of Florida -

Number not at the
University of Florida -

TOTAL ----- 888 100.0 342 38.5

This table shows that, of the 8 88 freshmen who entered the General College in

1935-36, 342, or 38.5 per cent, had received their Associate of Arts certificate by

the end of the 1937 summer school, two years and one summer after entrance. Two
hundred and seventy-eight, or 31.3 per cent, entered the Upper Division in Septem-

ber 1937; 206, or 23.2 per cent, were still enrolled in the General College, and 404,

or 45.5 per cent, were not long at the University.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

In the past the Board of Examiners has been confronted with marked seasonal

variations, with the bulk of the work in preparing examinations confined to the

period from April 1 to May 20. The rush during this period becomes so acute that

work which should be done leisurely and carefully checked is done hastily and in-

adequately checked. So long as the preparation of the examinations is delayed until

near the completion of the course this congestion is certain to continue. Possibly it

could be alleviated by compiling the examination throughout the year as the course

progresses. Or, it is conceivable that the examination, covering the material which

the course purports to convey to the students, might be made out entirely in advance

of the instructional work. Thus the examination itself would serve to guide the
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channels of instruction. This latter alternative, however, should not be adopted

without thorough consideration.

Respectfully submitted,

John V. McQuitty, University Examiner

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
To the President of the University.

Sir: There have been some important and far-reaching changes in our requirements

for the master's degree. Some of our departments are still adhering closely to the old

requirements, but other departments are taking advantage of the possible modifica-

tions of the former strict regulations. The language requirement may be waived on
the recommendation of the Supervisory Committee in any particular case. A good
many students in education and some in agriculture and engineering have decided

it wise to waive the language requirement. Formerly students were required to com-
plete their work within the period of seven years. Any credits that had been earned

beyond the seven-year period were not counted towards graduation. Under the new
regulations, it is possible to have the seven-year period extended. According to the

regulations of the Conference of Deans of Southern Graduate Schools, the period was
fixed at six years, and many schools have even a shorter period. The University of

Florida is more liberal than other institutions in this respect. It is also easier now
than formerly to admit a student from a non-accredited institution or with poor

undergraduate record, practically on the same basis as students from accredited in-

stitutions or with excellent records.

The requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy have remained un-

changed, but our field of study has been recently expanded a little. Beginning with

the session 193 8-39, it will be possible to offer the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in

the Department of Animal Husbandry, but only in the branch of animal nutrition.

Previously the doctor's degree was limited to the departments of Chemistry, Phar-

macy, and Biology.

Each candidate has a problem and project of his own, and we have now accumu-
lated a considerable number of theses and dissertations. We have now granted 417
master's degrees and 19 doctor's degrees. This includes the graduates of May, 193 8.

As soon as possible the University of Florida should publish a complete list of those

who have earned higher degrees here. This publication should contain the name of

the student, the degree earned, the year in which it was earned, the title of the thesis,

and a synopsis of the thesis. A list without synopsis was compiled but not published

a few years ago. This list may be found in the library and might be used for a basis

of this proposed publication. After this material is pubhshed, the data should be

kept up to date by an annual or a quinquennial publication.

With the assistance of our small graduate research fund we are gradually adding
some valuable equipment for our libraries and laboratories. The numbers in the

Graduate School have continued to grow. Perhaps it will be a sufficient indication of

our growth to compare the last year of the previous biennium with the last year of

the present biennium. For the first semester of 193 5-36, we registered 108 students.

For the first term of the summer session of 1936, we registered 119 students. Con-
trast with these numbers the following: number of students registered in the Grad-
uate School for the first semester of 1937-38, 158; number registered in the first

term of the 193 8 summer session 266. It may be interesting to contrast with these
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figures the number of graduate students we had in the year of 1909-10, which was

the first year in which I had charge of the graduate work at the University of Flor-

ida. In that year only seven students were enrolled, and one master's degree was con-

ferred. Perhaps the growth in numbers has been a little more rapid than the increase

in our facilities. It is quite a serious problem now to take care of our graduate stu-

dents in the summer session. We are not offering many graduate courses, except in

the Department of Education, but the most serious difficulty of all is in providing

satisfactory committees when so many of our regular professors are absent.

Respectfully submitted,

James N. Anderson, Dean

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES

To the President of the University.

Sir: I have the honor to submit the following report on the College of Arts and

Sciences for the biennium ending June 30, 1938, together with recommendations for

the biennium beginning July 1, 1939. As on previous occasions, I shall first report

upon the activities of the College of Arts and Sciences proper and append the report

on the School of Pharmacy, which is administered by the College, just before making

my recommendations for the whole organization.

Since the purpose and policies of the College of Arts and Sciences were presented

in detail in my last biennial report, they need not here be repeated. The aim of the

College remains the same, but the manner of accomplishing its purpose has been

slightly altered in several cases to meet changing conditions, as evidenced by new
courses, methods, and programs that have been adopted during the last two years.

During this time the progress of the College, educational and otherwise, has been

highly satisfactory. The recent granting of a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa represents a

strong endorsement of the policies and scholastic standing of the College.

CURRICULAR REVISION

Two years ago I reported that the biennium then closing had been remarkable for

the improvements that had been made in the curricula of the College, the most im-

portant of which were: ( 1 ) that the quafity of the requirements for graduation had

been improved by a reduction in the number of credit hours required for a degree;

and, (2) that a candidate for graduation had the choice of the completion of either

a departmental major or a new group major. These changes and other considerations

have caused the departments composing the College to study critically their respec-

tive course offerijigs, which has resulted in many revisions for the betterment of the

College. The program has been systematized by having the Syllabus Committee and

the Curriculum Committee of the College study carefully all new courses which a

department desired to offer and alterations in the content of old courses it proposed

to make.

A number of the more important of these curricular modifications that have been

approved and adopted during the present biennium will now be presented.

A curricular problem arose from the need to utilize the training given in the Gen-

eral College as a basis for more advanced work in biology. This has been solved ( 1

)

by assisting in planning and developing course C-6, which is chiefly concerned with

biological subject-matter and concepts, and (2) by promoting an elective laboratory
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course designed to supplement C-6 and, together with it, provide an adequate foun-

dation for Upper Division work in biology. The condensing of the sequence of

advanced courses in biology into the junior and senior years has necessitated certain

changes in prerequisites as well as the modification of the content and presentation

of the courses themselves.

A special committee has given prolonged study to the course in general chemistry

and has greatly improved it. Several of the graduate courses in chemistry have also

been revised and new ones added, e.g., bio-chemistry and plant bio-chemistry, both

of which are offered by staff-members of the Experiment Station, by special arrange-

ment. The curriculum of chemical engineering has been built on the recommenda-
tion of the Engineers' Council for Professional Development and the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers. A course in chemical physics has been introduced,

dealing with a great amount of information concerning structure which has been

obtained from various fields of physics such as X-rays, infra and visible spectroscopy,

Raman effect, dielectric measurements, etc. Not much change has been made in the

courses in mathematics since our last report, except the addition of two new courses

and the co-ordination of offerings.

The Department of English has maintained a standing committee on curricular

modification which, during the past year, has helped to accomplish many desirable

reforms, both in the work designed primarily for General College students and in

the program arranged especially for Upper Division students. The committee will

continue its systematic efforts to accomplish the best possible program for students

in all three levels: General College, Upper Division, and Graduate. The Department
of Speech has been offering, during the two years covered by this report, an elective

course, Effective Speaking, and is now offering a new course in Speech Training for

the radio. In French, the first- and second-year courses have been adjusted to new
conditions created by the new policies of the University, and two new courses of

more general and practical interest have been arranged to take the place of two other

courses formerly offered. Beneficial modifications have also been made in the courses

in German and Spanish; certain new courses have supplanted the old grammar-drill

courses. These courses provide an introduction to these languages and at the same
time they are basic courses requisite for more advanced study. In addition, three new
courses in German have been adopted.

The course in general psychology has been altered to form a departmental com-
prehensive course in the General College, and a new course has been organized to

meet the needs of those students who wish to continue their study of psychology. An
improved sequence of courses for a departmental major has also been arranged. Two
new courses in history, one new course in political science, and twoi new courses in

philosophy have been develof>ed and offered. The entire set-up of Bible courses has

been revised in order to lay an adequate foundation for students who will later attend

schools of religion, and to give some of our public school teachers and other students

an intelligent conception of Christian literature. The courses in journalism have
been revised to provide in a better manner three sequences: (1) business, publishing,

and advertising; (2) news and editorial; and (3) magazine and special writing.

IMPORTANT PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS

In addition to the improvement of its course offerings, the College has studied

general and specific educational problems relative to its program; and as a conse-

quence better methods of instruction have been applied. Some of the chief problems
and projects of the various departments will here be mentioned.
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The Department of Biology and Geology has undertaken to share with the School

of Forestry the utilization of the Welaka area for study in wild-life conservation in

Florida. This Department is also engaged in the reconnaissance of Florida aquatic and

terrestrial habitats and is steadily adding to the accumulation of specimens and data

for future work.

The naval stores research, under the Department of Chemistry, is of both a

fundamental and practical nature, having in view the enrichment of the state by the

finding of new or improved uses for naval stores products. During the last two years

several important investigations have been undertaken, the progress or results of

which have been reported to the President monthly.

It is our desire that the work in chemical engineering be approved by the En-
gineers' Council for Professional Development. This will require additional space

for chemical engineering instruction, additional laboratory equipment, and a larger

staff. Plans are now under way which we hope will make it possible to construct a

chemical engineering building which will provide suitable space.

Among the important problems of the Department of English are those involving

its relationship with other colleges. The library also remains a major problem

in English. The program of the English Club, an undergraduate organization, has

included play-reading and talks and discussions by the faculty members and a

number of well-known literary persons. The scope of the Language and Literary

Club has been broadened to include all language departments, as well as English.

The Southern Folklore Quarterly is gaining rapidly in national recognition under

the leadership of members of our English Department.

The problems and projects confronting the foreign languages are often similar,

but in certain cases they are different. In the year 1937-3 8, for the first time in the

history of the University no Latin or Greek was given. Through the co-operation

of our French Department the Florida Chapter of the American Association of

Teachers of French has been organized, with the head of our department as a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee of the Chapter. A complete list of all available

German and Spanish books has been compiled and is being used in assigning outside

reading. The members of the Spanish staff are working with the Committee on Latin-

American Affairs to promote a Pan-American Fair to be held at the University at an

early date, with the hope that the Fair may lead to the establishment of scholarships

for study in South America. The meeting at the University next fall of the South

Atlantic Modern Language Association, an organization in which several of our

professors are performing excellent service, promises to be a significant event for

our literature and language departments.

One of the chief problems of the Department of History and Political Science and

some other departments, besides inadequate library facilities, is the centralization of

the class-rooms and offices in the same building. At present the meagre collection

of maps and charts suffers from having to be carried from one building to another.

The urgent problems of the Department of Journalism are: ( 1 ) the establishment

of laboratory facilities and a departmental library; (2) the establishment of closer

contacts with publishers and editors; and (3) the raising of the standard of the

department. During the biennium the department's projects included: (1) produc-

ing an unpublished newspaper; (2) requiring students to work a few days on state

papers; (3) making weekly news broadcasts over WRUF; (4) covering sessions of

noted societies; (5) resuming of the High School Press Conference; and (6) pre-

paring for a journalistic tour of Cuba in 1939.

The members of the Department of Mathematics have continued special services
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and studies, and have, during the biennium, published several papers and presented

others before societies.

The Department of Psychology has sponsored trips to state institutions where

special clinics were arranged, and has participated in the organization of a proposed

curriculum in social administration for the training of social workers. The Bureau

of Vocational Guidance and Mental Hygiene, which is administered by the Depart-

ment of Psychology, has extended its activities and services during the past two

years by the addition of several new tests and by the better standardization of some

of the tests previously used.

The Department of Speech continues to take an active part in many extra-cur-

ricular projects, such as inter-fraternity and inter-collegiate debates, dramatics, and

speech clinics.

The performance and progress of the various student organizations sponsored by

the different departments of the College have been very praise-worthy.

NEW FACILITIES

Several new facilities have been added since our last report. More space has been

made available for the department of Biology and Geology, but it can not be used

to the best advantage until considerable remodeling has been done. A room has been

procured in Peabody Hall for the X-ray laboratory, which affords marked im-

provement. The construction of a new lecture room with its two adjoining prepara-

tion rooms in the Chemistry-Pharmacy Building is now nearing completion. Im-

provements and repairs have been made in several of the laboratories. A moderate

amount of permanent equipment and apparatus has been added, some of which was

made in the L. M. Drake Memorial Laboratory at a considerable saving.

FACULTY PERSONNEL

Since the last biennial report some of our faculty members have been promoted to

the rank immediately higher than that previously held by them. All these advance-

ments were well deserved and have produced gratifying results. A relatively large

number of the younger men of our faculty have pursued graduate work either in the

summer or in the academic year while on leaves of absence. A few have achieved the

degrees of Doctors of Philosophy.

Owing to the lack of funds practically no new positions have been added. The
new teachers who have entered the faculty represent, usually, the replacement of

those who have resigned or who have been granted leaves of absence. One replace-

ment was occasioned by the death of Professor A. S. Green, a valued member of the

Department of History and Political Science. Two members of the faculty are now
on part-time special status. One has been made Professor Emeritus. An increasingly

large number of our professors have been active in their respective professional or-

ganizations—international, national, regional and state. Many of them have held

office and served on important committees and made valuable contributions. For

example, the Dean served on the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education

and on the Board of Directors of the American Chemical Society. The amount and
the quality of the research work accomplished by the faculty during the present

biennium have been gratifying.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
This report on the School of Pharmacy represents the report by the Director, with

only very slight changes.
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The policies governing the operation of this School are formulated and admin-
istered to serve three groups, namely, the training of practical pharmacists, research
workers, and teachers. Since a majority of the graduates become retail pharmacists,
this type of training is emphasized. The curriculum provides for a broad scientific

and professional training, as well as an opportunity for specialization and advanced
study in the several branches of pharmacy.

It is essential that the number of graduates be increased in order to meet the needs
of the state for registered pharmacists; therefore bulletins have been sent to high
schools and libraries and talks given before various groups to emphasize this need.

There is a distinct need for extension education in pharmacy in order to enable
pharmacists in service to gain information concerning new developments. Hence, a

short course for pharmacists has been held for the past two years in co-operation with
the University Extension Division and the Florida State Pharmaceutical Association.

This has attracted national interest and a number of states have followed our example.
The members of the faculty have devoted considerable attention to professional

improvement in order to vitalize and improve instruction. All members have carried

out research projects, and some twenty papers have been published in scientific

journals. All members have attended meetings of state and national professional

associations, participated in programs, and served on committees. In addition,

faculty members have visited and inspected physical and teaching facilities of a num-
ber of colleges of pharmacy, thus obtaining new ideas for practical application in

improvement of instruction.

A model pharmacy is necessary to provide facilities for practical training in drug
store operation. Proprietors and managers of drug stores of today expect the clerk

to be properly trained to render competent service from the beginning of employ-
ment.

RECOMMENDATIONS
I shall here list my principal recommendations for the coming biennium: (1) the

granting of the budget of the College as submitted; (2) the allocation of funds to

the Department of Biology and Geology so it may assist in carrying out the Welaka
Project, as submitted for the Welaka Budget; (3) the building of a laboratory for

Chemical Engineering; (4) the erection of a building for the Department of Physics;

( 5 ) the allowance of additional funds for travel for professors attending professional

meetings; (6) the increasing of the appropriation for books, journals, and other

literature; (7) the granting of additional space to the psychology laboratory; (8)
the establishment of a model pharmacy; (9) the meeting of the requirements for

admission to the American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism;

(10) the appointment of a Professor of Geology at as early a date as finances will

allow; (11) the creation of additional instructorships in departments having ex-

cessive teaching loads, just as soon as funds are available.

Respectfully submitted,

TowNEs R. Leigh, Dean

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

To the President of the University.

Sir: I respectfully submit the following report of the Teaching Division of the

College of Agriculture for the biennium ending June 30, 193 8.
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The College of Agriculture endeavors to make additions and changes in curricula

as seem necessar}' to meet changing interests and attitudes.

A course in soil conservation given by the Department of Agronomy jointly with
the Department of Agricultural Engineering has been added because of the increased

interest in this subject.

The Department of Animal Husbandry has added approved dairy practice and
problems in poultry breeding.

Industrial bacteriology has been added in that department.

Systematic pomology has been added in horticulture.

The graduate work has been strengthened in some departments by assistance being

given by research workers in the Experiment Station chiefly by helping plan research

problems and examine candidates for degrees.

The outlines for courses in animal science and plant science for students in second

year General College have been carefully re-written, co-ordinated, and better

adapted to use as preparation for the specialized studies of the departments of the

College of Agriculture.

The Live Stock Show and Rodeo put on by the Block and Bridle Club of the

Animal Husbandry Department, assisted by members of the faculty and neighboring

stockmen, every spring is growing in interest and value year by year.

Sears, Roebuck and Company made available at the beginning of the session of

1937-38 $2,500.00 to aid 25 first year students in agriculture who had already on
the farm made achievement records in some phase of agricultural work. These were
selected with the aid of county agents, vocational agricultural teachers, and pro-

gressive farmers. The ten who have done best work during the year will be con-
tinued, others will be selected to begin next year.

The U. S. Sugar Corporation in 1937-3 8 established the Duncan U. Fletcher Agri-
cultural Scholarship of $5 00.00 per year for four years. This was awarded to a

high school graduate with high record. He has ranked this year among the highest

students of the University.

The Dansforth Foundation Fellowships continue to be offered to a junior of our
College as well as to juniors of twenty-two other agricultural colleges. The selection

is based on scholarship, leadership, and religious activity. It is a highly prized oppor-
tunity for summer study and recreation.

There is also offered by this Foundation a two-weeks fellowship at American Youth
Foundation Camp on Lake Michigan to the outstanding Freshman among the 23

colleges. J. Lester Poucher of the University of Florida won this award in 1937. He
was also elected President of the National Future Farmers of America at their annual
meeting in Kansas City, Missouri, in the fall of that year.

A Youth's Leadership Conference, made up of members of the Agricultural Club
and the College 4-H Club girls of Florida State College for Women was held at the
University Union Building in February, 193 8. This marks the beginning of an
annual meeting for future agricultural leaders for discussions, training, and counsel
from those prominent in leadership today.

A Dairy Products Laboratory was completed during 1937. Courses in butter,

cheese, and ice cream making are being offered, using the latest modern equipment.
A Poultry Laboratory building, increased number of houses and runs, and a larger

acreage for growing feeds have become available during the biennium. This is a

joint Experiment Station and Teaching Division enterprise covering 15 acres.

The former restricted poultry location has been planted in an orchard containing
leading varieties of the most important deciduous fruit trees grown in this section.
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In the space made available in the Agricultural Building by the moving out of

instructors to the new quarters provided elsewhere, entomology and horticulture

have been provided with enlarged laboratory space and better facilities for eflFcient

work. The agronomy laborator}' also received additional much needed equipment

and supplies.

The former head of the Agronomy Department resigned during the summer of

1937 to accept a commercial position. A reorganization of the Department was

effected, Dr. R. V. Allison being made head of the combined department in Experi-

ment Station and Teaching Division, and Dr. F. B. Smith employed as new Professor

of Agronomy.

Dr. Homer Hixson has been added as instructor in the rapidly growing Depart-

ment of Entomology and Plant Pathology.

Funds were not available for a much needed instructor in botany. A graduate

assistant was provided who relieved the situation somewhat.

Three of the younger professors are, during the summer, continuing work for

Ph.D. degrees.

Most members of the faculty belong to their respective national, regional, and

state professional organizations and take an active part in them.

An increasing number of the graduates each year are securing fellowships in older

northern institutions to do work toward advanced degrees.

A steady, healthy increase in attendance has been made each year; students are

growing more studious and earnest. The moderate increase in appropriations re-

ceived has aided much in improving the physical equipment and quality of teach-

ing. There are still conspicuous places where increased expenditures are much needed.

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

The School of Forestry of the College of Agriculture still retains the two curricula,

(1) Semi-Professional or Ranger Course and (2) Degree Course, but in 1937 de-

partmental additions were made in the Degree Course affording the degree Bachelor

of Science in Forestry. Heretofore the degree offered was Bachelor of Science in Agri-

culture with a major in Forestry.

The rapid expansion of the School of Forestry from the original Department of

Forestry, established in 1935, presents the problem of adequately providing class-

room and laboratory space for the students. An accredited school of forestry requires

20,000 square feet of space; the School at present has but 500 square feet. The

faculty is being developed with a head for each major department. The Professor

in charge of forest economics was appointed in 1937. Organization problems have

been satisfactorily handled in connection with the Works Progress Administration

(Statewide project) , Southern Shade Tree Conference (afl&liated with National Shade

Tree Conference) , committees for Southeastern Section of Society of American

Foresters, and Austin Cary Memorial Committee of the Society of American For-

esters, and friends. Extra-curricular projects have been developed in connection with

the Forestry Club of the University in providing technical and social programs in

the Club headquarters and in the field. The Club instituted the first annual Field

Day in 1937 during Forest Fire Protection Week upon the Austin Cary Demonstra-

tion Forest of the University. Also, during 1937, the honorary forestry fraternity,

Tau Alpha Nu, was organized as sponsored by the Forestry Club. Special lectures

have been given within the state upon the request of different service clubs. Special

studies have been carried on in the ecology of the slash pine, some aspects of the

cellulose and naval stores industries of the South, wood preservation, and dry kilns.
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The laboratory and classroom facilities have been expanded in 1937 but are not

now adequate. The Austin Gary Memorial Demonstration Forest of the University is

being extended from 1,5 59 acres to more than 2,000 acres and affords excellent

opportunity for local field work. The Sophomore Forestry Summer Camp of six

weeks has completed a reconnaissance of the Welaka Forestry Project, of the Farm

Security Administration. The Junior Forestry Summer Camp of six weeks will make

forestry studies in Georgia, the Carolinas, Tennessee, and the Applachian region.

The School has developed from one faculty member to a staff of one Director, two

Professors, two Assistant Professors, and two Fellows.

Respectfully submitted,

WiLMON Newell, Dean

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

To the Presidoit of the University.

Sir: I beg to submit herewith the following report on the activities of the College

of Business Administration for the biennium ending June 30, 193 8.

The College of Business Administration, at the beginning of the last biennium,

became a two-year professional college of the Upper Division. The number of stu-

dents registered in this college in 1936-37, the first year of the biennium, was 3 56

and the number of graduates was 61. Of the number of students registered, 113 were

seniors, 172 were juniors, and 70 were sophomores still under the old four-year cur-

riculum. In 1937-3 8, the second year of the biennium, the number of students

registered was 283 and the number of graduates was 103. Of the 283 students

registered, 127 were seniors and 156 were juniors. While the total number registered

decreased 20 per cent from 1936-37 to 1937-38, the decrease was due to the fact that

there are no longer any sophomores registered under the old curriculum. The num-
ber of Upper Division students registered each year remains virtually the same.

The number of graduates, however, increased from 61 to 103, or 69 per cent.

I predict that this increase will continue. The number of graduates for the first

year of the next biennium will not be less than 130 and for the second year, not less

than 150.

The College of Business Administration offers all courses in general economics as

well as all courses in business administration. It serves not only its own students but

also students of other instructional divisions of the University. The aggregate num-
ber of students in all courses has greatly increased during the past biennium. This

may be shown by the increased teaching loads of the faculty. The increase in these

loads was 28 per cent in 1936-37 over 1934-35 and 7 per cent in 1937-38 over 1936-

37. The increased loads arise out of increased enrollments in Upper Division courses.

The aggregate enrollments in courses in accounting during the past two years, for

example, increased from 100 to 150 per cent. While, in 1935-36 and 1936-37, cer-

tain other Upper Division courses and sections of the same course ranged from 15

to 30; in 1937-38, they jumped in many instances to as high as 60 or more per course

or per section. A large number of these courses, we feel, should be held down to not

more than 30 students per section or course. While many examples could be given,

perhaps the citation of two courses might not be amiss. Both Bs. 401 and Bs. 402

—

Business Law and Bs. 407 and Bs. 408—Economic Principles and Problems, which
are required senior courses, represent courses in which we have had four sections
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each. Each section of each course has averaged 50 students or more. The courses

are such that they should be kept around 30 in order to use the discussion method and

to get the best instructional results. We have reached, therefore, the point where we
must either restrict the number of students registered in the College of Business

Administration or greatly increase the number of faculty members.

The faculty of the College of Business Administration during the past blennium

has functioned in the General College as well as in the Upper Division. One mem-
ber of the staff is Chairman of C-1—Man and the Social World, and four other mem-
bers assist with the teaching of this course. Likewise, one staff member gives half-

time to the teaching of C-2—Man and the Physical World. There are three

connective courses offered in the General College by staff members in the College of

Business Administration. These courses are Elementary Accounting, Elementary

Statistics, and Economic Foundations of Modern Life; they are half-year courses

and are offered each semester. They are of direct interest to students who expect

to enter the College of Business Administration, since they are required for admission.

They are also of direct interest to students who expect to major in economics in the

College of Arts and Sciences, and of indirect interest to students in two or three

other colleges. Each course during the past year has had approximately 2 50 students

every semester.

The College of Business Administration, during the past biennium, has made two

or three slight revisions in its curricula. It has increased the number of hours in the

Business Administration Curriculum Proper from 60 to 66. In the Curriculum in

Combination with Law, the number of hours has been increased to 70. Hitherto, the

number of hours in each curriculum has been too small. This was particularly true

of the Curriculum in Combination with Law. To finish this curriculum, students

after graduating from the General College must spend one year and one summer

term in the College of Business Administration. Of the 70 hours required, 42 are

in business administration and 28 are in law. After a student completes the 42 hours

in the College of Business Administration, he enters the College of Law. When he

finishes one year in that College (28 hours and 28 honor points) , he may secure the

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.

Several permanent changes have occurred in the faculty of the College of Busi-

ness Administration during the past biennium. Two new staff members were added

at the beginning of the past year. John B. McFerrin, Ph.D., University of North

Carolina, was appointed Assistant Professor of Economics; and Roy Purvis, B.S.B.A.,

C.P.A., was appointed Instructor in Accounting. In February, 193 8, Purvis was

made Auditor of the State Board of Control. In his place, Wesley Fly, B.S.B.A., Uni-

versity of Florida, was appointed. Dr. W. T. Hicks, at the beginning of last year,

resigned to become economist for the United States Forestry Service. In his place

Dr. Kenneth D^meron of Ohio State University was appointed for the first sem-

ester as visiting professor. At the beginning of the second semester, Oscar E.

Heskin, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, was permanently appointed as Assistant

Professor of Economics and Marketing. Professor James E. Chase, during the past

year, was given a leave of absence to complete his doctor's degree at the University

of Chicago. Charles M. Anderson was appointed acting assistant professor in his

place.

The faculty members of the College of Business Administration, during the past

two years, have engaged in many activities looking toward their professional im-

provement. Five faculty members have completed books. Several other faculty

members have written scientific articles of various kinds. An increasing number of
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faculty members have appeared as special lecturers both in and out of the state.

On the whole, the faculty of the College of Business Administration has rapidly im-

proved both in character and in distinctiveness. At present there are six professors,

four associate professors, six assistant professors, and one instructor. Of the seven-

teen, there are ten with doctor's degrees, five with master's degrees, and only two
with bachelor's degrees. Of the two with bachelor's degrees, one has completed all

the residence work for a doctor's degree. Of the five with master's degrees, one has

a degree in law, one will soon have his doctor's degree, and the other three have had

three or more years of graduate training.

The Bureau of Economic and Business Research has continued to function in a

limited way during the past biennium. If that Bureau were adequately financed, it

could be of great service to the business interests of the state. It has never had

sufficient funds to operate in any large way. It has hardly been more than a paper

organization. The needs of Florida for economic facts are increasing. No longer

can either the economic system of the state or particular business enterprises func-

tion on the basis of fancies and opinions. They must have the facts, all of the facts,

and then act thereon. The Bureau of Economic and Business Research, if provided

with funds, could gather the facts, interpret them and participate in the working

out of sound individual as well as state-wide industrial and commercial programs.

The College of Business Administration has made unusual progress in the field of

accounting. Enrollment of students in courses in this field has increased with great

rapidity. While standards have been kept high, each year has seen an increased num-
ber of students pouring into these courses. There are three full-time men teaching

such courses. Two of them have C.P.A.'s—the professional equivalents of doctor's

degrees. One has a doctor's degree. Until one of the instructors resigned to become

Auditor of the State Board of Control, there were three C.P.A.'s on the staff. While

his successor does not have a C.P.A., he will probably have one by the end of the

next academic year.

The needs of the College of Business Administration are of two varieties: First,

needs pertaining to personnel; and second, needs pertaining to quarters. As has

already been indicated, increased numbers of students have greatly increased teach-

ing loads. Additional personnel will be needed during the next biennium to carry

these increased loads. At least one assistant professor, one instructor, and four

graduate assistants must be added. In 1932, when it w^as necessary to cut budgets,

the College of Business Administration had to eliminate its graduate assistants. At
that time there were four. During the next biennium it is imperative that these

graduate assistants be restored. Their restoration will not only greatly facilitate the

development of graduate work, but will also provide some relief, through the read-

ing of papers and otherwise from the heavy teaching loads of faculty members.

The College of Business Administration has reached the point where it needs to ex-

pand its graduate program. It has not been able to push this department of its work
in the past. So many undergraduate students have come to us that we have been

forced to concentrate on our undergraduate program. That program has been

brought to a fair degree of perfection, but we cannot stop there. It is necessary that

we go further; we must embark on and develop a graduate program that will be

equal to our undergraduate program. To achieve this end, additional faculty mem-
bers and graduate assistants, as well as continued expenditures for library facilities,

must be forthcoming.

It is imperative that the salaries of faculty members in the College of Business

Administration be increased at the beginning of the next biennium. At present,
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existing salaries are low and teaching loads are high. These loads must be reduced and
salaries must be raised. Most of our staff members are young men. With the excep-

tion of the Dean, all of them are under forty years of age. They have come to us

fresh from graduate schools. It is highly necessary that they be encouraged by in-

creases in salaries and by promotions, if opportunity is to be given to them to make of

themselves what they want to become and at the same time to assist in making the

College of Business Administration what the University of Florida wants it to be-

come.

I wish to renew the recommendation which I have made in several former bi-

ennial reports, concerning our needs for new quarters. Even though the College of

Business Administration was established twelve years ago, it has never had a building

of its own. The Dean's offices and certain classrooms and offices for certain faculty

members are in Language Hall; whereas the remainder of our quarters are in Science

Hall and Peabody Hall. This separation of quarters interferes greatly with our

efficiency both in instruction and in administration. The quarters assigned to us have

always been woefully inadequate. Almost every semester we lose the first week by
shifting classes from rooms that are too small to larger rooms. We should have a

building especially adapted to our needs where we can concentrate all our activities.

A building of our own would not only meet the urgent expanding demands of the

College of Business Administration, but it would also relieve the pressure upon ex-

isting buildings. New quarters for us would mean larger quarters greatly needed by
other divisions and departments.

Respectfully submitted,

Walter J. Matherly, Dean.

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

To the President of the University,

Sir: I have the honor to submit to you the following report of the College of En-
gineering of the University of Florida for the biennium June 30, 1936, to June 30,

1938.

Outstanding, even to the casual observer, is the excellent esprit de corps that

exists in the College of Engineering among students and faculty, and the close co-

operation that occurs with the alumni and the industries of the state. This is as it

should be in a professional school that has for its main purpose the training of men
for a life of service. An engineering education would fail in one of its most import-

ant functions if it did not inculcate in the student an ability to work harmoniously

side by side with his fellow man.
Particular attention should be called to the work of the students in connection

with the Engineers' Fairs, which were again put on in 1937 and 193 8. We were

particularly honored this year in having as our guest the Governor of our state on
this occasion. There have been many new exhibits and probably the attendance at

each of these fairs has been well over 4,000. This activity was made possible only

by the close co-operation of the students through their professional and honor so-

cieties.

It has been interesting to note that in spite of the unsettled economic conditions

the students graduated in engineering are employed. We know of less than five

per cent of our graduates who are today unemployed or who are working for relief

agencies.
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Many gifts were received during the past two years. For the most part these have

come from the United States Government, through Works Progress Administra-

tion and the Navy Department. Many industries, including the Western Electric

Company, the General Electric Company, the Public Service Electric and Gas Com-
pany of New Jersey, and several of the industries of Florida have contributed valu-

able apparatus, bringing about improved laboratories.

A friend of the University, who requests that he remain anonymous, has estab-

lished a $500 loan fund in memory of Dr. J. R. Benton, who held the position of Dean
of the College of Engineering from the establishment of the College until his death

in 1930. This loan fund is to be used primarily for assisting needy students during

their junior and senior years.

A similar loan fund established in memory of the late Dr. John A. Murphree has

assisted thirty-one students during the past eight years.

In 1937 a committee of the Engineers' Council for Professional Development
visited the University of Florida and studied the curricula and facilities of the Col-

lege of Engineering. On the basis of this investigation the curricula in civil, elec-

trical, industrial, and mechanical engineering were approved. The curriculum in

mechanical engineering was provisionally accredited, subject to the installation of

additional equipment. Most of this has now been obtained. In addition to other

recommendations which were made by the visiting committee, the lack of sufficient

space in our laboratories was forcefully brought to our attention.

During the past year, the College of Engineering abolished the degree of Bachelor

of Engineering Science, which has been offered during the past two years. The
nomenclature of the other degrees awarded has been changed in accordance with

recommendations made by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development.

The degree as now conferred is Bachelor of Civil Engineering, instead of Bachelor

of Science in Civil Engineering; similar changes in the other degrees have been made.

In this technological age many come to college desiring an engineering education

who do not feel that they ever will practice the engineering profession. Well-bal-

anced engineering curricula should, therefore, enable these men to prepare them-
selves for useful citizenship and for service in many vocational fields after gradua-

tion.

Furthermore, the engineering profession has for many years recognized the im-

portance of emphasizing certain non-technical subjects in engineering education.

More and more does the engineering educator believe that it is not the purpose of the

engineering college to train men as technicians, but rather, that curricula must be

designed broadly to educate men properly into a modern profession. This seems to be

the present trend in engineering education. The Society for the Promotion of

Engineering Education had for its general theme at its 193 8 convention "The Cul-

tural and Professional Phases in Engineering Education."

The College of Engineering of the University of Florida during the past few years

has made many changes in its curricula. These changes have not produced a decrease

in the amount of technical information basic to professional engineering, nor have
courses considered fundamental to the profession been omitted. In the new curricula,

however, there is a marked decrease in courses which were formerly used to develop

manual dexterity and also in courses which might be considered as highly specialized

branches of engineering. Our present curricula are planned in the belief that the suc-

cessful engineer of today must not only know how to handle materials but must also

know how to handle men and money as well.

In general, unless students of engineering receive an understanding of the basic
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principles of sociology and economics, and unless they receive an education which
will enable them to associate and be at ease with men of other professions, they cannot

be successful in their chosen profession. Our new curricula, therefore, build upon
the broad educational foundation received in the General College and not only give

technical training, but also enable the students to elect courses which round out their

technical training so that they become educated men rather than technicians.

Considerable attention has also been paid during the past year to the organization

and content of the courses which constitute the curricula for the various degrees

offered. More consideration is being paid to the technique of instruction in these

courses so that the student's achievement can be more adequately measured. Em-
phasis is being placed on accomplishment rather than on mere classroom attendance.

Furthermore, in many of the courses, particularly those in drawing and in laboratory

work, an effort is being made to develop methods so that superior students may pro-

gress more rapidly than others. It is expected that this will result in instructors

being able to give more time to students who need additional individual attention and

that superior students will be encouraged to take an advanced type of work which

should be more beneficial and certainly more interesting to them. During the coming

year more study will be given these various phases of engineering teaching.

It is the policy of the College of Engineering to do a few things well rather than

to extend itself into many fields. Therefore, while there have been demands for

many new courses, the College has felt that it is more important to develop the ex-

isting courses than to attempt to inaugurate new ones. Although new courses in

photography have been added, this was done primarily to serve other branches of the

University rather than the College of Engineering.

In 1936, the Florida Industries' Co-operative Plan was established. Much progress

has been made in this course, and it has received much favorable attention not only

from the various industries of Florida but also from engineering educators in general.

At the present time there are eleven industries co-operating with the University of

Florida and thirty-six students are enrolled.

Short courses were given for metermen and radio service men in 1937, and for

metermen in 193 8. These courses were well attended and many requests have been

received for their repetition.

The Summer Camp Surveying which has been required of the Civil Engineering

students since 193 5 is progressing very satisfactorily. The more intensive work

which can be done by bringing to the campus for a period of six weeks those students

directly interested in this phase of engineering and letting them work under condi-

tions similar to those ordinarily found in engineering practice is producing very

much better results than formerly resulted under ordinary classroom conditions

during the regular teaching year.

There have been several changes in plant facilities. The new Hydraulic Laboratory

is rapidly nearing completion. This laboratory when equipped will be one of the out-

standing laboratories of its type in the nation. It was made possible by the Works

Progress Administration and the state road department. Furthermore, it will give to

the state of Florida facilities which have never been available before for conducting

tests pertaining to hydrological problems, beach erosion, drainage, filtration, and

other problems pertaining to the flow of water.

The electronics division of the Electrical Engineering Department now has a very

excellent laboratory. This has been built up almost entirely through assistance re-

ceived from various governmental agencies, particularly the United States Navy
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Department, the United States Weather Bureau, and the Works Progress Adminis-
tration.

During the past year the Works Progress Administration has made it possible to

make improvements on the 11th floor of the Seagle Building, and it is here that

apparatus necessary for the experimental work in the location of hurricanes is being

constructed. It is regretted that funds are no longer available for actively con-

tinuing this experimental program.

Many of the exhibits which have been used during the annual Engineers' Fair have

been constructed on a permanent basis and now are available for inspection by visitors

to the Seagle Building. Here, also, experimental work in television is conducted and
experiments in the general field of electronics are being carried on.

Additional equipment has been secured for the Mechanical Engineering Depart-

ment. A mezzanine floor has been built and the general laboratory has been improved.

The Photographic Laboratory has not only been of value in connection with

courses of instruction, but also has been of outstanding service in making its facilities

available to other departments of the University.

In May, 1937, Dean Blake R. Van Leer resigned from his position as Dean of the

College and Director of the Engineering Experiment Station, and Joseph Weil, Head
of the Electrical Engineering Department, was then selected to fill the vacancy, the

appointment being made permanent in March, 193 8.

Professor G. O. Phelps was appointed Instructor in Industrial Engineering for the

year 1937-3 8 and has now been made Assistant Professor in this department.

Professor N. C. Ebaugh has written a book on thermodynamics which has received

much favor. Professors W. W. Fineren and S. P. Sashoflf have presented papers before

engineering societies. Other members of the faculty have also been called upon for

talks before various organizations.

Facult)^ members have received many honors. They have served as officers and on
important committees and have taken an important part in the activities of the state

and national engineering societies. Three members of the faculty (Sawyer, Thomp-
son, and Janes) have received their Master's degrees during the past two years. Two
members of the faculty (Fineren and Weil) have been appointed by the Governor
to serve as members of the State Board of Engineering Examiners.

In connection with campus engineering problems, material assistance has been
given by Professor Ebaugh and Professor Wilson.

Professor Sashoff has contributed a great deal in the design of the electronics equip-

ment. Professor Lowe has worked diligently on the design of the Hydraulic Labora-
tory. Other members of the faculty have assisted in making possible some of the new
improvements which appear on the campus, such as the Chemistry Building addition,

the floodlighting of the stadium, sprinkler system, and improvements at the stadium.

Many of the faculty have co-operated with industrial concerns in attempting to find

solutions to several industrial and engineering problems.

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION

While the Engineering Experiment Station has received no funds from the state

for its operation, it nevertheless has been engaged in some work. It has been called

upon for consultation and experimentation and the faculty have assisted to the limit

of their available time.

Two bulletins were issued during the past two years: one on the Locating of Trop-
ical Storvn by Means of Associated Static, and the other on a Study of Beach Condi-
tions at Daytona Beach, Florida, and Vicinity.
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The faculty of the College of Engineering has co-operated with many branches

of the State and Federal Government in furnishing engineering services. It has also

assisted the University authorities in securing several Works Progress Administration

grants and in the construction of these projects. These include during the past two
years the following on the campus of the University of Florida:

1. The Hydraulic Laboratory

2. The Chemistry Building Addition

3. The Stadium Floodlights

4. Improvement of Recreation Facilities

5. Installation of Sprinkler System

6. Development of Hurricane Location Apparatus

7. Completion of Underground Electrical System

Other projects in which the College of Engineering has assisted are the Statewide

Mapping Project and the Statewide Radio Network for Aviation of the Works
Progress Administration.

Research activities have been carried on in the fields of electronics and air con-

ditioning. As a result of this work papers have been presented before state and na-

tional societies, and bulletins for publication are now being prepared.

The industrial development of Florida would unquestionably be accelerated ma-
terially by the establishment of an adequate Engineering Experiment Station. En-
gineering Research differs from all other types of research in that it makes available

in the immediate present the results of its efforts. It is a known fact that the stock

holders of many large organizations receive dividends primarily on the basis of

developments of the research laboratories of big business. Similarly, would not the tax

payers and the small industries of Florida secure material dividends and benefits

through a state operated engineering experiment station? Research workers would

be able to study Florida's resources in an attempt to utilize Florida materials in the

development of products and in the formation of new industries unique to Florida.

From a single discovery in such a laboratory, there may result financial gain far

greater than the total appropriations which might be made for years to come. The
Engineering Experiment Station would give impetus to the industralization of our

state; as such it would help every citizen, but particularly would it help the agri-

culturist and the engineer.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. As soon as possible the Department of Chemical Engineering should be made
physically and academically a part of the College of Engineering. Until this is done

we cannot function as a well integrated unit.

2. An outstanding need of the state of Florida and the College of Engineering is

an adequate Engineering Experiment Station with its accompanying research work-

ers, equipment, and laboratories. Forty thousand dollars ($40,000) per year ex-

pended primarily for the employment of expert research workers in engineering

should be made available. Such an investment would return dividends far beyond

reasonable anticipation.

3. It is expected that through proposed new construction the difficulties due to

our present over-crowded conditions will be obviated. Many members of our staff

are underpaid and many are seriously over-loaded. It is recommended that as soon

as possible this be corrected.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph Weil, Dean
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REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF LAW
To the Preside)! t of the University.

Sir: The two years since my last report have been a period of good teaching and

effective functioning for the College of Law. In a school unhampered by excessive

enrollment there can be more personal contacts promotive of better professional

outlooks, prides, and traditions. It is pleasing to observe throughout the country a

growing acceptace of the idea of smaller and better law schools, not bigger and

noisier ones. It is pleasing also to note from current legal writings a wider accept-

ance of certain fundamental principles upon which our work has been based; for

example, the slow and confining nature of the exclusive case system of instruction,

the emphasis of substantive law to the neglect of procedural law, and the unhappy
confinement of undergraduate study to a small part of the legal field, due to the

elimination of shorter courses, are being questioned as we have questioned them.

Gratifying as this may be, the faculty is not omitting to consider curriculum ad-

justments that might prove beneficial; and the summer session furnishes an oppor-

tunity to try out new courses.

ATTENDANCE AND DEGREES

During the regular session of 1936-37 we enrolled 5 5 law students in the first

year class, 32 in the second year class, and 48 in the third year class, a total of 13 5,

which was 4.4% of the total University enrollment. The following year we had 73

law students in the first year class, 40 in the second year class, and 30 in the third year

class, a total of 143, which was 4.36% of the total University enrollment. While

we gained eight students, our percentage of growth was less than that of the Uni-

versity as a whole. Among the state university law schools of the eastern section of

the Southern states (North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,

and Florida), in 1936-37 our attendance held fourth place; in 1937-3 8, second

place. Law school attendance in the United States reached its peak in 1929 and since

has been steadily decreasing. We are not relatively a small law school; yet when our

attendance is compared with that of some of the larger law schools for 1937-3 8

{e.g., Michigan, 616; Texas, 753; George Washington, 966; New York University,

1,05 5; Harvard, 1,390), there is no reasonable basis for the thought that an undue
number are studying law in Florida. Comparison of the total law school attendance

in the state of Florida with that in other states strikingly confirms this statement.

In the United States for 1937-38, the total registration in non-Association law

schools exceeds that in the Association schools whereas in Florida the registration in

Association schools is almost double that in others.

For the season of 1936-37, there were 15 law graduates the first semester, 32 the

second semester, and 5 in the summer, a total of 5 2. The following year 5 graduated

the first semester, 19 the second semester, and there are 6 candidates for degrees this

summer.

FACULTY

The faculty of six men remains unchanged. They are members of many important
University committees. They have served, too, on committees of the Association of

American Law Schools and the American Bar Association. Also, as a part of their

duties, legal opinions have been given to various University officials and law alumni.

During each of the past two years law lectures have been given in the short course

conducted for the fish and game wardens of the State. The faculty has met in joint
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session with the State Board of Law Examiners. Upon request the faculty has made
recommendations in reference to the new rule adopted by the Supreme Court for

bar examinations. Professor Day has contributed a chapter to the Sixth Yearbook
of School Law; he also has written an Outline of Property designed especially for use

here, but which has attracted favorable attention elsewhere. Adrian College has

given Professor Crandall the honorary degree of LL.D.

STUDENTS AND ALUMNI
Our students have continued to be outstanding in campus achievements. Law

men for the past two years have held the presidency of the student body, the presi-

dency of Blue Key, and the general chairmanship of Homecoming. The John Mar-
shall Debating Club for the third consecutive time has won the intersociety debating

cup and ended a contest that has raged for almost a quarter of a century.

The fine spirit of our students is illustrated by the inauguration by the Class of

193 8 of a loan fund for needy and meritorious law students; and it is hoped that this

gift will increase by further contributions to proportions of substantial usefulness.

The two law fraternities have brought many distinguished men to the University,

including both United States Senators from Florida. Lectures by our alumni have

included consideration of the jury system by Judge H. L. Sebring, social security by

J. C. French, and title insurance by Hart McKillop.

At the close of the regular session in May, 193 8, 1007 students had graduated

from the College since its organization. Most of them have remained in Florida,

ranking high in the professional and judicial life of the state. Those who have left

Florida have been remarkably successful in passing the bar examinations of other

states. Few, if any, law graduates have been unemployed for any substantial period

of time. During the past biennium R. E. Sadtler, Law '34, has compiled Patent Forms

and Cases on Patent Law, and W. E. Arnow, Law '33, has annotated Ktilcs and Prac-

tice for the Government of Courts of Florida.

HONORS AND PRIZES

Sufficient prizes to stimulate every one are open to law students. In 1937 the

Redfearn prize was won by Walter W". Woolfolk of Lake Wales; in 193 8 by Paul

Helliwell of Tampa. The topic for 1939 is: "Should the Pre-Trial Procedure in the

New Federal Rules be Adopted in State Practice?" The first year prize of the Har-

rison Company was won in 193 7 by Guy Race; in 193 8 by S. O. Carson. The senior

prize offered by this Company was won in 1937 by Arnold Ross; in 193 8 by Fred S.

Gilbert, Jr. Perhaps the most attractive of other available prizes is the one of $100

offered, as a memorial to the late Nathan Burkan, by the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors, and Publishers.

LIBRARY

The library today plays an increasingly greater part in a law school. July 1, 193 8,

our library had 12,825 volumes. Compared with 432,000 volumes at Harvard and

204,000 at Columbia, our library is indeed small; yet small as it is, lack of library

space has been for years one of our most difficult problems. Our books, however, have

been well selected. N.Y.A. assistance has enabled us to keep them in good condition;

and students have been taught to use them. Perhaps the most conspicuous of our book

additions, fully meeting the requirements of the Association of American Law
Schools, are the statutes of Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky,

Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
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Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,

Vermont, and Virginia.

In 1936-37 we began card cataloging the law library, the work being done by
Stanley West with the co-operation of the General Library. The law librarian of

Columbia calls Mr. West "one of the best prospects as a law librarian whom I have

seen for years." We have employed him as librarian, he having turned down an offer

of twice what we pay him here. He also can aid us in certain statistical studies and
later in a slight amount of teaching. This is real progress in the development and
maintenance of an effective library service.

The library will continue to enjoy the oversight of Mrs. Ila R. Pridgen, whose ex-

traordinary skill therein has greatly increased its effectiveness and multiplied its use.

She will direct, too, the statistical studies whereby our work and the standing of our

students will be better shown. She will more closely check the work and courses of

students and assume a greater portion of administrative details for which her talents

and knowledge of the law especially fit her, and for these reasons I recommend that

her title be changed to that of executive secretary.

BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

The Law Building, constructed twenty-four years ago, has long been, as often re-

ported, inadequate for our needs. Recently structural defects appeared, walls

cracked, and floors weighted with books sagged badly. Some repairs have been made,
foundations strengthened, a floor covering laid in the main library, and lights and
book stacks rearranged. At this writing efforts are being made to secure federal aid

for the construction of a fire-proof library annex and some alterations of the old

building. Such improvements will give us greatly needed relief, and it is earnestly

hoped that they will soon materialize. A small allowance for replacement of worn
out furnishing and equipment and for other needed assistance is included in our

budget request for the next biennium.

Respectfully submitted,

Harry R. Trusler, Dean

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

To the President of the University.

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith my report of the College of Education
for the biennium ending June 30, 193 8.

Fifteen or twenty years ago, those expecting to go into teaching were certificate

minded. That is, their interest at the time was concerned with the state teachers' ex-

aminations for first, second, and third grade certificates. Few were interested in

degrees, or even in a college education. At that time students, especially those in the

Summer Session, busied themselves with preparation for the state teachers' examina-
tions.

This period passed, and we ceased to offer courses designed to prepare for the ex-

aminations. A new period came, in the late twenties and early thirties. Students

became interested in the two-year degree called the Normal Diploma. Numbers of

these were granted each year, but not yet had the bachelor's degree become prominent
on graduation day.

This period is now passing, and today more bachelor's degrees are granted than
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Normal Diplomas. Since January 1, 1937, the Normal Diplomas have numbered
123, the bachelor's degrees 169. It seems that those preparing to be teachers are be-
coming degree conscious.

This ,then, seems to be the trend, and it would seem reasonable to expect that with-
in ten years the bachelor's degree will be a requirement in all of our high schools and
in many of our elementary schools. With this experience in mind it would seem wise,

therefore, to take a long view of possible development in the field of teacher educa-
tion.

It seems certain that this upward trend will continue, and is even now under way.
For the number of graduate students, as pointed out in the report of the director of
the Summer Session, is rapidly increasing. In 1934, there were 96 registrations in the

Summer Session; in 193 8 there were 497. At least 80 per cent of these are now teach-
ers in service or plan to be teachers. Even in the winter session, when our Summer
Session students are employed, more than twice as many students major in Education
as in any other department. We may certainly expect a thousand or more graduate
students majoring in Education within five or ten years if we can only be wise in our
course offerings and other provisions for graduate study. As pointed out in the re-

port of the director of the Summer Session, these are our most advanced teachers,

principals, and supervisors. These are the ones who plan to stay in teaching, the ones

through whom we must build a profession of education, if it is to be done.

The great problem of the College of Education in the near future will, therefore, it

seems certain, be to capitalize the opportunities offered us in the advanced study of

the problems of education in the junior, senior, and post-graduate years. We should
move as expeditiously as possible toward this goal.

ORGANIZATION

The work of the College of Education may be listed under six headings:

I. Instruction:

1. Education

2. Agricultural Education

3. Health and Physical Education

4. Industrial Arts Education

5. Business Education

II. Bureau of Educational Research

III. Laboratory School

IV. Employment Bureau

V. High School Visitation

VI. Doe Museum
INSTRUCTION

The purpose of the department of Education, as its name indicates, is to teach

courses in education. These courses are designed to prepare students to teach the

general, non-specialized, subjects such as English, history, mathematics, and the like,

in elementary and secondary schools.

The purpose of Agricultural Education is specialized and designed to do one task

only, namely, to prepare teachers of vocational agriculture for Smith-Hughes schools.

This department, in addition to teaching its courses, has numerous contacts with the

schools and communities of the state. Two members of the department devote their

entire time to itinerant teacher training, visiting every teacher of vocational agricul-

ture in Florida several times during the year. One member devotes his time mainly

to teaching college courses in Agricultural Education, another member teaches voca-

tional agriculture in the Laboratory School, and a fifth member gives most of his

time to supervised student teaching and the development of day and evening classes
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in communities near enough to the University to make such work possible. The
work of this department has been greatly extended and seemingly improved during

the past biennium.

The department of Health and Physical Education has as its purpose the develop-

ment of the play and recreational facilities of the public schools, including the de-

velopment of health. In this department the methods of teaching and the subject

matter of teaching are perhaps more closely bound together than in any other de-

partment of the college. Theory is studied in the classroom and immediately follow-

ing an attempt is made to put this theory into practice on the playground, using the

Laboratory School and other facilities of the city. This department is co-operating

with the State Department of Public Instruction in working out a program for ele-

mentary and high schools of Florida.

Recently the College started a venture that it is hoped will prove of much benefit

to the schools of the state, namely, the development of industrial arts. Until quite

recently, at least 95 per cent of the teachers of industrial arts in Florida had to be

brought in from other states. An attempt is being made to develop some of our own
young men to do this work, and the number of those interested has been increasing

during the biennium. Before long a number will be prepared to undertake this work
in the schools of the state. In addition to this work the department is constantly

being called upon by the high schools of the state to assist with the inauguration and

development of industrial arts work. In this way the college is already rendering a

direct service to the schools of Florida even before the first students to register for

this work have been graduated and have taken their places in the schools.

In the department of Business Education teachers of the business subjects are be-

ing prepared. Just as we have seen what other departments are doing, so we see that

this department is also rendering assistance to schools in the establishment and the

development of classes in business education.

Thus it seems that the college, through its various departments, is rendering a

service to the state far in excess of the mere preparation of students for teaching.

BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

In order that the college may at all times be ready to lend assistance to the cause

of Education, a few years ago the Bureau of Educational Research was established.

The director of the Bureau reports that more than thirty-five projects are either com-
pleted or are now under way. So far as possible the Bureau is making its findings

available to the school people of the state. Problems pertaining to curriculum ma-
terials, economic status of teachers, supervision, and similar subjects have been

undertaken. Perhaps the most ambitious project of the Bureau is a "Longtime Study
of Child Growth and Development." This is being done in co-operation with five

other laboratory schools, namely, those of William and Mary College, the Georgia
State College for Women, and the universities of Michigan, West Virginia, and Ken-
tucky. It is planned to make this study over a period of twelve years to determine
whether or not these laboratory schools are realizing their objectives. This has been

to some extent subsidized by the General Education Board, though the schools them-
selves are bearing most of the expense of the actual investigation.

THE LABORATORY SCHOOL

The Laboratory School, as its name indicates, is used by the College of Education
as a laboratory for study, investigation and experimentation in the field of education.

The kinds of service rendered may be divided into two parts: (1) service to students

in the College of Education and (2) service to school people of this and other states.
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(1) Service to Students: Students who are preparing to become teachers may observe in the school
the best practices in schoolroom procedure that it has been possible to develop, and they may themselves
take advantage of the opportunities offered to do practice teaching under the guidance of experienced
supervisors. In this way students are able to bring theory and practice much more closely together

than was formerly the case, when during their four years in college they were in classes in the theory
of education but had to wait until they were graduated for adequate practice in teaching.

(2) Service to School People: The service that is rendered to school people is of many kinds:

(a) Studies are constantly being made both by students and faculty members. The more signifi-

cant of these studies are then made available either in printed or in mimeographed form to

teachers in service. Included among such studies so far completed are: Creative Music, An
Integrated Progrum in the Primary Grades, Creative Verse, and Creative Writing.

(b) Several times during the year the school is operated on Saturdays so that those who wish to

visit the school to observe it in operation may do so. During the biennium just closed from
fifteen hundred to two thousand people, mostly teachers, have visited the school one or more
times. The benefit received by these visitors is evident by letters received from, them and
by requests for available literature. The policy of the school from the beginning has been

first, to discover the truth, and, second, to make it available to others.

(c) It is the policy of the school to lend members of its staff, where possible, to other schools or

other agencies. During the year 1937-8, two of the faculty were away on leave in service at

other places in the educational system; one member acted as elementary supervisor for the

schools of Jackson County, Florida, and another served on the faculty of Mary Hardin-

Baylor College, Belton, Texas. Several members of the staff have at various times taught in

summer schools in other parts of the country.

(d) Sundry activities: The staff of the school have participated in many activities aside from

their classroom duties. They have met more than 140 speaking engagements; they have

served on numerous state and national committees; they have represented the College of

Education at twenty-two different conventions one or more times; they have answered many
requests for information on the work of the school; and, finally, they have written a score

or more of articles for educational magazines.

At present the Laboratory School is co-operating with the State Department of

Pubhc Instruction in two ways:

(1) In September of the current year, in co-operation with the State Department, a study of

curriculum problems will be initiated and later the results of this investigation will be tried

out in various schools in other parts of the state. It is hoped that eventually these curriculum

studies will be of benefit to all schools in Florida.

(2) The State Department of Public Instruction, in the fall of 1937, asked the Laboratory

School to co-operate with them in developing the library facilities and practices of the state.

The regular librarian was, therefore, released from part of her duties in the school in order

that she might devote about half of her time to service in the schools of the state. This

service was rendered in co-operation with the State Department.

EMPLOYMENT BUREAU

The Employment Bureau is operated throughout the year for the benefit of stu-

dents who are graduating or who are unemployed, and for the benefit of the school

people of the state who need teachers. This is a constant service which the college has

maintained for many years, without charge either to employers or to those placed.

HIGH SCHOOL VISITATION

Our high schbol visitor has for almost twenty years now, served as chairman of the

State Committee of the Southern Association of Secondary Schools. Through this

agency the college has kept in close contact with the schools of Florida and has

rendered a great deal of service in standardizing their work.

THE DOE MUSEUM

The Doe Museum, composed largely of birds and eggs, is housed on the third floor

of the Yonge Building and has become a valuable aid in the activities of the Labora-

tory School. Classes are frequently held in the museum and pupils from nearby

schools have on a number of occasions visited it. Recently the St. Petersburg His-

torical Society sent its officers on a tour of inspection to obtain ideas for their own
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museum. During the course of the year many visitors from all parts of the United

States are received. Although the museum is already crowded, nevertheless new
sp>ecimens are constantly being added, notably during the past year a display of

butterflies and moths and a collection of Florida sea shells.

ADVANCED STUDY BY FACULTY MEMBERS

It is the policy of the faculty of the College of Education and of the Laboratory

School to have some of its members away on leave of absence in order to keep the

whole staff abreast with the thinking that is being done along educational lines.

Many of the staff, too numerous to mention by name, have at one time or another

been away on leave during the biennium. Twelve of them have taken advanced de-

grees. It seems to be certain that this policy of continued study will be very potent

in the advancement of the program of the college.

CONCLUSION

It is planned to continue the services enumerated above and to extend them where

possible. As we look back over the twenty-five years of service which the College of

Education has rendered to the state, there is cavise for much satisfaction. In all parts

of the state the graduates of the college are serving as principals, supervisors, college

professors, and officials in the State Department of Public Instruction. And the

teachers who have had instruction in the college now run into the thousands.

We hope that the future may see a great increase in the service which may be

rendered.

Respectfully submitted,

J. W. Norman, Dean

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE SUMMER SESSION
To the President of the University.

Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith my report of the Summer Sessions for the

biennium ending June 30, 1938.

INCREASE IN ENROLLMENT
The enrollment in the Summer Session of 1934, the last year in which an eight

weeks' term was held, was 1,275. In 193 5, the first year in which two terms were

offered, 1,3 2 8 were enrolled the first term (a number that was slightly more than the

year before) , and 804 were enrolled for the second term. This gives the total number
of registrations for the two terms of 2,132. Of this number, 530 were registered in

both terms. Thus we see that 1,602 different persons were served by the Summer
Session that year.

This upward trend has continued to the present. In 1937 there were 1,78 3 reg-

istered in the first term and 1,204 the second, a total number of registrations of

2,987. Of this number 851 were registered in both terms, leaving a total of 2,136

different persons served by the Summer Session.

The first term of 193 8 showed a similar increase, there being 1,990 registered in

the first term and 1,3 56 the second, a total of 3,346 for the two terms. Of this num-
ber 964 attended both terms, leaving a total of 2,392 different persons in attendance

during the session.

Thus we see that the total number of registrations has increased from 1,275 in
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1934 to 3,346 in 1938, or a total increase of 2,071 within the five-year period from
1934 to 1938. The following table shows the enrollment in detail:

TABLE I.

INCREASE IN ENROLLMENT IN THE SUMMER SESSION OVER A FIVE-YEAR PERIOD

1934—1938
Registration

First Second Total Number
Year Term Term Total Persons Served
1934 - - - - 1,275 =^

1,275 1,275
1935 - - - - 1,328 804 2,132 1,602
1936 - - - - 1,428 907 2,335 1,708
1937 - - - - 1,783 1,204 2,987 2,136
1938 - - - - 1,990 1,356 3,346 2,392

* Last year of a single term.

INCREASE IN ENROLLMENT IN GRADUATE SCHOOL
The enrollment in the Graduate School has shown an even larger percentage of

increase. In 1934, 96 persons were enrolled in the Graduate School. In 193 5 there
were 148 enrolled in both terms; in 1937 there were 394, and in 1938, 497, an in-

crease of 401 in the five-year period. The following table shows the enrollment in
the Graduate School in detail:

TABLE II.

INCREASE IN GRADUATE SCHOOL ENROLLMENT IN THE SUMMER SESSION
OVER A FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 1934 193 8



Summer Session and confines its offerings to subjects pertinent to trade and industrial

education. The school was held at Daytona Beach, from June 13 to July 22. It was

planned for the most part by Robert D. Dolley, State Supervisor of Trade and In-

dustrial Education, representing the State Department, and the Director of the Sum-
mer Session, representing the University of Florida.

While the school was held in Florida, it was planned to serve the entire South.

The organization of schools in special subjects to serve a larger area than a single

state is in line with the best thought at the present time. For it is realized that there

are some specialized fields in which those interested are so few that most of our

states would not be justified in establishing schools to serve them. By establishing a

school in one center and all states co-operating to make it a success, the venture

would prove to be feasible. This is exactly the reason for the opening of the School

of Trade and Industrial Education at Daytona Beach. By doing it in this way a com-
prehensive group of courses could be offered and at the same time a high class faculty

could be employed to offer them.

From all reports, the school was an outstanding success. There were 212 registered

in the first term of three weeks, and 192 in the second term of three weeks. Students

were enrolled from all states in the South. The state supervisors of trade and in-

dustrial education in the Southern Region, headed by C. E. Rakestraw, Southern

Regional Agent of the U. S. Office of Education, served as a supervisory committee,

and from all indications they were well pleased with the venture. It is confidently

believed that not fewer than 600 will avail themselves of these opportunities if

offered another year. Thus we see that the University of Florida and the State De-

partment of Public Instruction have an opportunity of serving an entire region in

an effective manner. It is recommended that the school be continued another year.

Respectfully submitted,

J. W. Norman, Director

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE SCHOOL OF
ARCHITECTURE AND ALLIED ARTS

To the President of the University.

Sir: I submit herewith the biennial report of the School of Architecture and Allied

Arts for the period ending June 30, 193 8.

CURRICULA

The revised curricula as reported fully in the biennial report ending June 30, 1936,

has not been altered and has met with the success which we then anticipated. Fur-

thermore, we have evidence that other schools of architecture consider our project

method a forward step in architectural education, and this division of the University

has been put in a leading position, thereby, in the United States.

PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS

As teaching is of major importance an effort has been made this biennium to draw
the faculty together in a common objective. The method used is tO' have the entire

faculty—in a group—judge the designs of the students of each instructor. The
group also votes the student's grade. This procedure arouses discussion as to methods

and objectives, and where a friendly spirit prevails great benefits are derived. Students

are anxious to receive the results of faculty group criticism, and we believe there is
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more professional spirit prevailing among the Upper Division students, and faculty

also, as a result of this procedure.

The faculty members' serving the University and the public as lecturers, jurors

of exhibitions, and officers and members of professional organizations and civic

boards keeps them more in touch with the times and strengthens their teaching as

well as serving, within their fields, the supporting public.

The preservation and restoration of Florida's invaluable historic residences is a

project which we are attempting to promote. So far this movement is only in its

incipiency, but historic house museums should prevail in Florida as in Virginia and
elsewhere.

We have contributed our part to Short Courses when called upon.

An outstanding award to the School this biennium was the granting of a scholar-

ship by the American Institute of Architects. Only one scholarship was given to the

schools in the states south of Pennsylvania and east of the Mississippi River. The
amount of the scholarship was $75 0. The selection of our school, from among all the

Southern schools, for this award by the National organization, we believe is an in-

dication of the high standing our school enjoys in professional circles.

During the biennium one of our graduates was appointed associate editor of the

leading architectural magazine, published in New York City.

All other graduates are employed or are in practice for themselves, either as pro-

fessional artists or architects.

NEW FACILITIES

No new facilities, other than files and cases have been received during the bien-

nium.

FACULTY

On account of resignations, two new men were secured during the biennium.

Both have had excellent training and experience as well as a background of travel,

both in America and Europe.

RECOMMENDATIONS

At present our work is not on as broad a basis as it should be. We could serve both

the University as a whole and our own students in a vital way if we had a large room
where we could exhibit teaching material in our field of the various visual arts.

In order to strengthen our work in architecture, we need a room for use as a build-

ing material laboratory where the student may actually handle the hundreds of ma-
terials and devices which go into buildings. We have much of this equipment now
in storage but have no place in which the student may have it available.

Advanced students who are doing creative work have no place at present where

they can pursue, their studies. Such work cannot be carried on successfully in a

crowded studio .or drafting room full of younger students.

Relief from the danger of a non-fireproof and over crowded attic cannot be over

Respectfully submitted,

Rudolph Weaver, Director

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE GENERAL COLLEGE
To the President of the University.

Sir: I beg to submit the following biennial report of the General College for the

years 1936-37 and 1937-3 8:
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With the 193 8-39 term the General College begins its fourth year. For the first

time, all regular Upper Division students at the University will be graduates of the

General College.

It is too early yet to evaluate in a very objective way this program of general

education. In the first place, the program is dynamic; it is not a static thing which
can be set down in permanent form and accurately measured. Moreover, the vital

program of the General College cannot be measured with tests that ask for mere
information about the Punic Wars, the Odes of Horace, or the paintings of Reynolds.

The final test of the program will be determined by what it contributes to the lives of

the students who attend the General College. And since a student's stay at college

is only one of many experiences that go to make up his life, present tests are in-

adequate. Probably time alone will be able to reveal the validity of any program.

Some observations, however, may be permitted. The transition from the old to

the new has been made with very little disruption. The men in charge of the various

schools and departments have not held rigidly to certain academic theories and re-

fused to make practical adjustment. The fundamental conceptions of general educa-

tion appear to be as valid as ever; in fact, they appear even more desirable as time

goes on.

The General College program is experimental in the same way that other college

programs, old or new, are experimental. For instance, we do not know whether cer-

tain men have succeeded in the past because of college attendance, or in spite of

college attendance. It appears, however, that the General College is more nearly

experimental in the attitude with which the curriculum is approached.

Since the change at the University of Florida is not a simple surface change, per-

haps it is well to point out differences. We still have college men who study college

textbooks, and they are taught by college teachers. The new program constitutes a

change in point of view and an experimental approach, instead of a revolution. The
old program emphasized pure science. Frankly, we are trying to get meaning and

significance into the picture. The titles of the General College courses, such as "Man
and the Social World" and "Man and the Biological World," may indicate a bit of

impurity, but the old order has failed to see that freshmen and sophomores have never

had pure or complete concepts as a result of one year's study. On the surface it

appears valid to present material and let the student draw his own conclusions, but

the results indicate individual deformities and monstrosities. No longer do we "lay

foundations" in specialized subject matter—foundations that are meaningless to the

three-fourths of the students who do not continue in these subjects. We try to get

material that is significant and meaningful to the student at the present time. It

makes no difference whether it comes from ancient or modern times; the guiding

principle is that it must enter immediately into the student's thinking to guide him
in the "next steps" he must make. If we can create the proper understanding of,

attitude toward, and respect for, our social organizations and cultural heritage, the

men who elect to go on to the professional work of the Upper Division will have very

little difficulty there.

Under the old system we talked in terms of subject matter. Our regulations con-

cerning majors, minors, credits, honor points, time, and grades were primary. We
appeared to be trying to make the individual fit the program. Under the new system

we are trying to make a program for the individual and to make due provision for

differences. We do not require a great mass of material of all students. For instance,

English is required of a freshman in the great majority of the colleges of the country.

For good students, the General College makes only one addition to this—social
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science. Further, the General College requires only two subjects of sophomores

—

the humanities and biology. In other institutions it is common to find a language

and a science or mathematics in the required list of subjects. So, from a quantity

standpoint, the programs do not differ widely.

Under the old system we tried to have a rule or regulation for everything; then

we sat back and let the system run. Today we have very few rules and regulations;

we attempt to follow broad principles and help or guide students as individuals. This

guidance work has been an important part of the General College program. Guidance
is attempted not only through testing, placement, and advice, but through the very

material which makes up the comprehensive courses. In addition to this, effort has

been made to smooth the way from the General College into the colleges and schools

of the Upper Division through guidance conferences. In order that the guidance

program might be more effective, the original plan was changed after the first year.

There has now been worked out a plan whereby students, both freshmen and sopho-

mores, fill out a pre-registration card at the end of the year. Freshmen come to the

General College office for advice, while the sophomores consult with the dean of the

college in which they expect to register upon finishing the General College program.

Students are thus called upon to put down in concrete form whatever vague ideas

they may have had previously.

Formerly, the most experienced teachers were reserved for Upper Division and
Graduate students. Too many inexperienced instructors were assigned to freshmen.

Today, the freshmen have a fair share of the best teaching talent the University has.

We have borrowed from all parts of the University some of the most experienced

and most succesful teachers. In direct contrast to common practice in other uni-

versities, we have tried to secure the best teachers for the beginners. We believe the

whole University will profit by this policy.

Faculty-student relationships have been greatly improved under the new plan.

Formerly, a student studied the personal idiosyncrasies of the instructor about as

much as he considered the subject at hand. Today examinations are administered by
a board of examiners, and the student's final grade does not depend upon a whim
of the instructor. In the past, many instructors were petty tyrants, or, at best,

benevolent despots, and they enjoyed their privilege. Today, the instructors do not

have personal whips to hold over the students. The old disciplinarians do not like

this; they wish to "make" students "do things" and to force them to outward con-

formity. In no sense has the faculty responsibility decreased, but with the new plan

the instructor is under obligation to get the student to advance under his own
volition. In a very distinct way, the General College places more responisbility on
the student. In some instances this responsibility is not used in the wisest way, but,

on the whole, there .appears to be little doubt that we should continue this plan. We
have too many college graduates who are unable to take the initiative in a responsible

manner when thrown upon their own resources after graduation.

One achievement of the General College which can be measured accurately is the

cost of instruction. The following table is taken from a study prepared by the Regis-

trar.
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or of the demonstration method over the individual laboratory method. The assump-
tions are questionable, and there are many variables. We are using lecture method,
demonstration method, laboratory method, discussion method, clinic method, and
other means available to help the students. The general comprehensive examinations
and the fact that everything done in a course is subject to the evaluation of a num-
ber of instructors, make for considerable objectivity and validity.

After three years we believe the broad, flexible plan of general education is a sound
one. We feel that we are on safe ground. We are not satisfied, however, with our
progress in carrying out the principles. Our present energies are directed in an effort

to smooth out difficulties, meet practical situations, and make the program really

effective. We have much to do.

Respectfully submitted,

Winston W. Little, Dean

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE
GENERAL EXTENSION DIVISION

To the President of the University.

Sir: I beg to submit herewith the ninth biennial report, covering the activities of

the General Extension Division for the period July 1, 1936, to June 30, 193 8.

INFORMAL INSTRUCTION
SHORT COURSES

The General Extension Division is offering informal instruction to numerous
groups in order that individuals may rehabilitate or improve themselves to meet
competition in a rapidly changing economic and social order. This instruction, for

the most part, has been given through short courses, and the development of this

work has been the outstanding achievement of the biennial period. (See Table I.)

At Camp Roosevelt in 1936-37, with adequate physical facilities, funds, and
personnel, there was developed a program for adults, many of whom the University

had never before been able to reach. Back at the University in 1937-3 8, without

these facilities, the Division has found it necessary to curtail the program without
making certain groups of adults feel that the University is no longer interested in

them. To afford the educational opportunity which the men and women of Florida

now expect from the University, the Division needs dormitory accommodations, in-

creased personnel, and funds for short course programs.

Five general classes of short courses were given: professional, business, labor and

vocational, civic, and the arts and crafts.

No fees were charged at Camp Roosevelt, but for the work carried on at the Uni-

versity, it was necessary to charge students fees sufficient to pay instructors not on

the University of. Florida staff.

TABLE I. REPORT ON ATTENDANCE IN SHORT COURSES FOR THE BIENNIUM
1936—1938

REPRESENTATION
Florida Other

Counties Towns States

ATTENDANCE
Out of

Florida State Total
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1936—1938 (Continued)
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TABLE I. REPORT ON ATTENDANCE IN SHORT COURSES FOR THE BIENNIUM
1936—1938 (Continued)
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October 5, 1936, and was closed October 14, 1937, for lack of additional funds.
Following is a summary of the work accomplished:

Attendance
79 short courses ---- 4,598
22 conferences ._._ 574
Cultural courses --.---.._ 5g

TOTAL - - - - . 5,230

L. R. Alderman, Director of Education for the Works Progress Administration,

visited the School of Adult Education and reviewed its educational poUcies and
accomplishments. In a statement for press release, he said the program was "a real

demonstration of the most practical kind, which will be copied. I find myself ex-

ceedingly enthusiasitc about what is being done in Florida through the General Ex-
tension Division at Camp Roosevelt for all sorts of people."

FORMAL INSTRUCTION
CORRESPONDENCE STUDY AND EXTENSION CLASSES

Formal instruction, through correspondence study and extension class work, with

many adaptations, continues to meet the requirements of adults, particularly those

interested in work on the college level for credit. (See Table II.)

TABLE II. CORRESPONDENCE STUDY AND EXTENSION CLASS

REPORT OF REGISTRATIONS BY COUNTIES AND TOWNS BIENNIUM 1936 1938

Enroll- No. of

COUNTIE3S ment Towns TOWNS
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tion w as organized. The department was particularly active in securing the organ-

ization's inclusion as a section of the Florida Educational Association and in arranging

for its second annual meeting in March, 193 8.

Films: The film service of the Division, which was abandoned several years ago, has

been resumed. Since no funds were available for film purchase during the biennium,

the Division inaugurated a film library in cooperation with the public schools, fol-

lowing the Illinois plan. Circulation of films was begun in September, 1937, and 641

reels have been lent for 1211 showings, and 15 3,657 pupils in 24 counties have been

instructed by them.

Slides: The Division's entire collection of slides has been revised, and a new bul-

letin, listing 22 5 sets, was printed. A collection of photographic negatives on in-

dustries and other aspects of Florida life was begun, and a slide production project,

set up at the School of Adult Education, produced 28 sets of slides. The biennial

loan of slides totalled 95 3 sets, containing 41,170 individual slides. They were shown

to 301,974 persons in 49 counties of Florida.

Prints, Charts, and Posters: Prints, charts, and posters numbering 2,007 were lent

during the biennium to borrowers in 26 counties of the State. Added to the collec-

tion were 1,200 photographic prints.

Talking Machine Records: For music appreciation classes and rhythmic activities

in the schools and for programs of clubs and other organized groups in 43 counties,

the department lent 1,765 talking-machine records during the biennial period.

PUBLIC INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SERVICE

Package Libraries: A total of 1,698 packages, containing 20,924 magazine articles,

pamphlets, reprints, etc., has been lent to borrowers in 63 counties this biennium.

Emphasis is being placed on the assembling of occupational material for use in voca-

tional guidance work particularly with high school seniors.

Reference Books: Reference book service was increased 63 percent during the pres-

ent biennium. Requests for the service came from every county in the State again

this biennium, and 14,216 books were lent. The number of requests received from
persons other than correspondence and extension class students continues to in-

crease, and indicates the widejiing use of the facilities of the Department. The serv-

ice added 574 books to its collection, of which 2 59 were new titles.

Traveling Libraries: Chests of books for children in the various grades of the

public schools were circulated in 3 5 counties, totalling 488 collections, containing

10,3 34 books.

Plays, Recitations, Special Occasion Materials: Materials totalling 4,494 pieces

were lent in 63 counties. A total of 55 5 new plays, of which 5 53 were new titles,

were added to the files by courtesy of the publishers.

HIGH SCHOOL CONTESTS

The Interscholastic Contest program, suspended in 1933, was partially reinstated

in 1937-3 8 with the holding of competition in debating, one-act plays, and pub-
lications. This reinstatement was made possible by the co-operation of the colleges

of Florida, which took charge of the preliminary competitions.

PUBLICATIONS

A total of 56 bulletins, containing 348 pages, all describing the various activities

of the Division, were published during the biennium. The total number of copies

printed was 449,400.
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CONCLUSION

With an increase of 4,5 31 enrollments in formal and informal instruction over
the preceding biennium, it is quite obvious that the Division cannot continue to carry
this additional load without funds which will permit an increase in its personnel,
library, and other instructional facilities.

Respectfully submitted,

B. C. Riley, Dean

REPORT OF THE ACTING UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
To the President of the University.

Sir: I have the honor to submit to you the following report on the Library of the
University of Florida for the biennium June 30, 1936, to June 30, 1938.

In 1906, when the University was established in Gainesville, the Library had about
3,000 volumes. In 1938 the libraries of the University have 140,884 volumes, 101,-

22 5 being in the Main Library. Our growth within the thirty years has accompanied
the growth of the University, yet the rate of expansion has been so rapid in the last

few years that the Library has had difficulty in keeping pace. Especially has this been
so in the last four years, when the change in the curriculum and in methods of in-

struction has put great emphasis on widespread reading and constant use of the

Library resources. A generous increase in income granted for the biennium of 1937-

39 has helped us meet the situation. It has meant an increase in number of books

bought, in professional and student staff, in periodical subscriptions, and in binding.

Departments have studied their collections and bought those works which are

essential to a graduate and undergraduate working collection. In the College of Arts
and Sciences the Shaw List was followed and 108 additional titles purchased. Biblio-

graphies and reference works of important technical periodicals, of society trans-

actions, of historical and literary magazines have been made. Binding income
increased by one-third has allowed us to return to the shelves documents and books

long held out of circulation.

Two additions have been made to the trained staff: an Order Librarian and an

Assistant in Circulation. The help of the Assistant in Circulation has perhaps been

felt most directly, since Miss Davis comes in contact with the majority of the stu-

dents and those members of the faculty who have reserve books. Her training and

previous experience have given her a knowledge of books and how to deal with readers

needing guidance. She has been able to give much aid to the General College students

particularly. In the fall of 1937 an Order Department was created consisting of a

trained librarian, Mrs. Amy Fetzer, and two student assistants. Its efficient and

systematic work has pervaded and strengthened every department of the Library.

It has brought closer relationships with members of the faculty and established itself

in the program of careful planning and buying.

There have been several changes in the staff, additions and losses. The Librarian,

Miss Cora Miltimore, resigned October 1, 1937, because of ill health. She had been

with the Library from the fall of 1919, when it was housed in one large room and

consisted of about 20,000 volumes. In her place the Assistant Librarian, who was

also head of the Reference Department, has been Acting Librarian. Miss Anne
Richardson of Columbia University Library School has been ably filling the position

of Acting Reference Librarian. Miss Mary Hause of the University of Illinois Library

School is Acting Cataloger for the year 1937-38, while Miss Marian Youngs is on a

leave of absence for further study.
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Books in the Reserve Room for the use primarily of students in the General Col-

lege now total 3,831 volumes. Two changes have been made in the handling of this

collection. A two year trial of open shelves with free access and exit to and from
the room showed the method impractical. Losses of books were far too high. In the

fall of 1937, a person was placed at the door to examine the books of all those who
left the room. Inventory taken in the spring shows that the system practically did

away with losses. General College books, like reserve books, are checked out only

over night or over the week-end. It is the desire of the course in Reading, Writing,

and Speaking to encourage reading. Since a comfortable chair at home and unlim-

ited time add to the enjoyment of reading, a three-day checkout was allowed for the

books in the C-3 collection. The checkout was instituted on February 28, 193 8.

The size of the average daily checkout with no student permitted to take more than

one book has proven the value of the change.

The N.Y.A. furnished 22 workers in the year 1936-37 and 17 in 1937-38. The
boys have worked under the direct supervision of experienced librarians. We have
found them efficient and willing, and have so learned to lean upon the help of N.Y.A.
that we could no longer get along without it. Many projects have been undertaken
such as: sorting and tying newspapers; making a bibliography of biographies of

Floridians; making a checklist of duplicate magazines; marking for library holdings

of the Essay Index; taking an inventory of the Main Library, the Chemistry-Pharm-
acy Library, Architecture Library, and the Florida Union Reading Room Library.

The boys themselves have benefited. They have learned systematic methods and
gained an interest in and a knowledge of literature.

With the increase in buying has come a double increase in the amount of material

borrowed from other libraries. Half of that requested was for the use of the faculty.

Our increased buying of new material may have stimulated the desire for research,

as enthusiasm for individual work is growing in the University. The number of

volumes borrowed in 1936-37 amounted to 57, in 1937-3 8 to 103. The number
loaned by us in 1936-37 was 29, in 1937-3 8 was 32.

The use of microfilm has begun to play its part in our Inter-Library Loan System.

Two sets of film were ordered for graduate students; one was a very rare book pub-
lished during the War of 1812, the other of Gl political letters in a newspaper.

A Friends of the University of Florida Library group started in the fall of 1937
was initiated by an interested member of the English Department. Announcements
and bulletins were sent out to individuals on the campus, in the city, and throughout
the state to interest them in the organization, which was formed to foster interest in

the needs and work of the Library. Two hundred and fifty-three members enrolled.

Through their aid 3 85 gifts were received. Among the gifts donated by Friends were
a few rare books, some M'ell bound sets of foreign authors, three scarce volumes of

Florida laws, and a collection of manuscripts.

Gifts to the Library have been numerous and have been received gratefully. The
outstanding gift, probably, is the original manuscript of the book, Tom Watson:
Agrarian Rebel, presented by Mr. C. Van Woodward, assistant professor in the Uni-
versity. The Florida Historical Survey and State Archives Division has undertaken

several projects which have meant much to us. One volume of everything it has

copied or compiled has been deposited in the University Library. We have received

copies of about 5 letters and manuscripts, discovered in out-of-the-way places by its

workers; catalogs of the private libraries of Mr. Yonge and Mr. Wentworth, both of

Pensacola, Mrs. Collins of Tallahassee, Mr. Dike of Orlando, and Mr. Hoskins of
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Panama City; and inventories of the County Records of Duval and Collier counties.

We appreciate very much being the recipient of these publications.

Space has now come to be the chief need of the Library—space for readers, for the
books, and for the staff. The Reserve Room seats 276. During this last year on two
nights the attendance registered 271. There are 3 8 carrels for the use of graduate
students and faculty. During the summers of 1937 and 1938 all were in use and
several requests denied. Every department is crowded for space, the cataloging room
and the office of the secretary especially. Stack space will last possibly one or two
more years; duplicate government documents and periodicals are already being piled

on the floor.

Classes in teaching the students, especially the graduate students, how to use the
Library should be given. The lack of such knowledge leads many students to waste
much time in searching and hinders them from using all the material that is available.

Respectfully submitted,

Henrie May Eddy, Acting Librarian

REPORT OF THE PROFESSOR OF
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS

To the President of the University.

Sir: I respectfully submit the following report on the progress of the Department
of Military Science and Tactics for the years 1936-37 and 1937-38.

No material changes have been made since the last biennial report in the basic

methods of operating the Military Department. The Department has continued to

stress more and more the importance of leadership not only in the military pro-

fession but also in every profession the students may choose. To this end the De-
partment is constantly increasing the responsibilities placed on R.O.T.C. students,

and the results have been most gratifying.

The following improvements and additions to the military plant have been made
since the last report:

Improvements: 1. Installed sprinkler system for watering the drill field.

2. Rebuilt sheds and butts on 50 ft. rifle and pistol range.

3. Rebuilt corral and riding pen fences.

Additions: 1. Necessary motor equipment for converting one horse-drawn battery to a

motor-drawn battery.

2. Extension of roof on stables to accommodate motor vehicles.

3. Additional acreage for enlargement of corral.

This opportunity is taken to express my appreciation of the co-operative spirit

shown by all departments of the University in our relations with them.

During the past two years there have been frequent changes in our officer personnel

due to War Department withdrawals and replacements. These changes, after periods

of service in the Department, are somewhat of a handicap; but it is preferable to

have, as has been the case, alert, efficient officers, even if their tours here be shorter,

than to have possibly poorer material for longer periods.

After two years of observing, I feel that the students do not have a sufficient num-
ber of required hours to cover fully the theoretical and practical work necessary

to train them to carry on properly where we leave off. To meet this difficulty without

an additional hour being assigned the Department, I have decided that the parade

hour each week will be utilized for additional theoretical and practical, or laboratory,

instruction. It is unfortunate that this parade or review ceremony should have to be
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discontinued, for it not only gives the public an opportunity to see the results

attained by the department but gives the student an opportunity to command
larger units and become familiar with one or two ceremony maneuvers.

Earnest recommendation is made that, whenever it is felt that such a thing is

possible, an extra period be assigned for one ceremony a week.

Respectfully submitted,

Wm. S. Browning, P.M.S. and T.

REPORT OF THE ACTING DIRECTOR OF THE
INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS

To the President of the University.

Sir: I beg to submit herewith the following report on the activities of the Institute

of Inter-American Affairs for the biennium ending June 30, 193 8, together with

general recommendations for the biennium beginning July 1, 193 8.

During the last biennium the Institute of Inter-American Affairs has been increas-

ingly active in the following fields: the orientation of foreign students attending the

University of Florida, the arrangement of exchange scholarships and fellowships for

Florida students and faculty members for study in foreign countries, the distribu-

tion of information regarding Latin American countries to the schools of the state

of Florida, arranging for special lecturers on international topics to speak at the

University of Florida as well as other institutions of higher learning within the state,

and the preparation of special inter-American radio broadcasts presented over radio

station WRUF.
In addition to these activities, a special inter-American educational exchange pro-

gram has been developed, which includes a large number of the colleges and uni-

versities located in the southeastern states and numerous universities in the Latin

American Republics. This program is to be carried on by the University of Florida in

conjunction with the University of Havana. Briefly, the program includes the fol-

lowing major objectives:

1. To assemble and distribute pertinent information, including books, articles, and such other

materials considered valuable in developing a closer and more sympathetic understanding

of mutual problems and conditions in the Americas. To include the translation and pub-

lication of such materials whenever possible.

2. To promote and arrange inter-American exchange lecture tours between the universities

in the countries of the Western Hemisphere.

3. To promote and arrange inter-American exchanges for professors and other oflScials and

persons connected with the educational developments of the various countries of the

Americas.

4. To promote, arrange, and administer inter-American university and college exchange

scholarships for students in the countries of the Western Hemisphere.

J. To promote research work in the various countries and lend such assistance to research

organizations as is consistent and possible with the organization of the Institute of Inter-

American Affairs.

In connection with this program the Institute arranged and administered the first

inter-American exchange lecture tour in co-operation with the South Atlantic Mod-

ern Language Association. Fourteen universities, located in the southeastern states,

together with the University of Havana, took part in this program. Three professors

from the University of Havana visited the universities in the United States and gave

lectures in English and Spanish and led round-table discussions at each university.

In order to make possible the exchange arrangements, the University of Havana and
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the Cuban Department of Education invited three men from the University of
Florida to visit Cuba and give lectures and round-table discussions in English and
Spanish at various institutions in Cuba. This part of the program was financed en-
tirely by the University of Havana and the Cuban Department of Education.

The number of Latin American students attending the University of Florida has

considerably increased during the last biennium. No special attempts have been
made, however, to get more students, and we have used extreme caution in choosing
those who are admitted. Due to the unsettled conditions in Europe, the exchange
scholarships with European countries have been limited. These scholarships, handled
through the Institute of International Education in New York City, provide free

board, lodging, and tuition, or the equivalent, for one academic year.

The Institute has continued its co-operative research program with the Carnegie
Institution of Washington; and during the last year, the completed report on the

economic and cultural geography of the Mayan Indians of Guatemala was completed
and is in the process of publication.

The Institute has increased its services to the teachers of the state of Florida in the

preparation of special programs dealing with the countries of the Western Hemis-
phere and the supplying of information regarding these countries. Special Inter-

American educational radio programs have been arranged with the co-operation of

radio station WRUF, and more extensive plans are being made for the next biennium.

Respectfully submitted,

RoLLiN S. Atwood, Acting Director

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE
FLORIDA STATE MUSEUM

To the President of the University.

Sir: I beg to submit herewith my report of the general activities of the department
in my charge for the biennium of July 1, 1936, to June 30, 1938, together with

recommendations for the following biennium.

The past biennium has been one of most unusual activities, with the packing, mov-
ing, and reinstalling the Museum in its new quarters in the Seagle Building. The
contents of nearly six hundred large packing cases, boxes, and cartons had to be dis-

tributed to storage cases in a classified order, but first of all we had to build 67 storage

cases. These cases are all filled, but a considerable amount of material has to wait

for more storage cases and more room in which to place them. We have used all

available space on the third floor.

The entire third floor, termed as storage quarters, is just now completed at this

date, July 14. It has been necessary to get the Museum material arranged in the

storage cases before starting work on the exhibits. We can now readily go through

the storage cases and select material for our exhibits, which will be about four per

cent of what we have, as that is about all the exhibition space will admit. We now
have several exhibition cases about ready to be filled but are hardly far enough ad-

vanced to set a date for the admittance of the public. My plans, however, are to open

the first floor to the public in advance of finishing the second floor and to make the

date of the opening of the first floor and the date of the dedication of the building

the same event. This is considered best for the reason that, if we dedicate the building

and have a crowd, people will be constantly coming back with expectation of ad-

mission.
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Sixty-nine accessions (Numbers 3296 to 3 364) have been received during the past

biennium, all of which are of importance and value to the state. The perpetual in-

ventory of all materials, both specimens and equipment, has now been taken, and the

inventory may be kept up to date henceforth. There are now 3 3 8,624 specimens in

the Museum, valued at $3 5 3,320.71.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the face of these facts, I cannot refrain from making the plea for more room,

and I believe above all other departments the State Museum is justified in this request;

therefore, I suggest that due consideration be given to this feature of this report.

In reconstructing the building the architects prepared for a stairway going to the

basement, but on my advice at that time, the stairway was not put in as the base-

ment was deemed very inadvisable for storage quarters, and in that this objection

still exists, but the main portion of the basement can be made into exhibition space,

and we have plenty of material on hand that can be exhibited therein without in-

jury. This arrangement would call for moving the old boats into the basement, and

a great many other large exhibits which we now have, then extending the room in

which the boats are now installed on the north to the limits of the building. While

this probably will seem visionary, I am free to state that if done, the space will be

readily absorbed by the material on hand and that it will then be but a beginning of a

great State Museum.

I wish to here express my sincere thanks to you, to the members of the Board of

Control, and to all who have had to do with the moving and the rehabilitating of the

State Museum. I wish especially to thank the members of my staff for their loyalty

and whole heartedness in their various capacities in which I could not have hoped

for accomplishment without their aid.

Respectfully submitted,

T. Van Hyning, Director

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION
OF ATHLETICS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

To the President of the University.

Sir: The following report from the Department of Athletics and Physical Educa-
tion is respectfully submitted.

In the Department of Physical Education an advance lecture section for sopho-

mores has been added. Formerly there was only one lecture section for both freshmen

and sophomores.

In the Intramural Department five sports have been added to the program. At
present between seventy-five and eighty per cent of the entire student body, with
the exception of special students, participate in the various intramural sports.

In the past biennium an effort has been made to establish closer relations with the

high schools of the state. With this thought in mind, free coaching clinics for the

benefit of the high school coaches of the state have been conducted by the staff of

the Athletic Department. Most of the high schools have been visited—many of them
several times—by various members of the Department.

The physical plant has been added to by the construction of buildings at the north

end of the stadium that will house ticket booths, concession booths, and rest rooms.

This has been done through a W.P.A. project. A complete lighting system has been
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installed so that the stadium can be used for night exhibitions of all types. This was
made possible through a W.P.A. project, together with a generous gift of Miss
Georgie Seagle. Miss Seagle's gift was used as the sponsor's donation for the project.

Through the further co-operation of Miss Seagle, a building has been provided near
the campus in which the members of our various athletic teams can be quartered.

Adequate dining room facilities have also been provided in this building for those

quartered there.

Approximately twelve acres of land, lying west of the R.O.T.C. Parade Ground,
have been transferred from the Experiment Station to this Department to be de-

veloped into athletic fields for the use of both the intercollegiate and intramural
programs.

Two members of the staff have resigned. They have both been replaced.

Plans are being formulated that, when completed, will provide an adequate plant

for the handling of both our indoor and outdoor programs.

The greatest need is to clear the debt that the Department has had for a number
of years and which has been gradually reduced by strict economy. At the same time

a full program in all branches of the Department should be maintained. Above all

relations and contacts with various interests in the state should be maintained and

broadened.

Respectfully submitted,

Josh Cody, Director

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY
To the President of the University.

Sir: The Department of Publicity has operated again this biennium similarly to the

way it has operated for several years. As in the past, its full opportunity for service

and important and desirable work in behalf of the University has not been possible

largely because of

1. Lack of adequate personnel and
2. Responsibilities of directing the Alumni Association in connection with the work of this

ofSce.

The latter function is not altogether undesirable as an adjunct of the program and

operation of a University Department of Publicity, provided there is adequate per-

sonnel to carry on the manifold duties and responsibilities of the two fields of activity.

During the first year of the 1937-39 biennium, we were able to inaugurate rather

successfully a closer relationship with a number of newspapers. We developed a

system of student correspondents working in constant co-operation with this office

with the result that University news was more widely disseminated than under our

previous system,' where we did not have quite the personal contact as was provided

through the medium of home town correspondent.

Robert F. Sikes, President of the Florida Press Association, generously awarded a

handsome trophy to be given at the end of the year to that student doing the most

consistent and best all-around job of interpreting the University to the readers of his

particular paper. This particular trophy, limited to correspondents of the weekly

newspapers, was won by L. E. Vause, Jr., Williston. Three correspondents received

special mention and three, honorable mention from the rather extensive field of

student writers.

During the year, I was accorded a signal honor of being invited to address the Na-

tional Association of State Universities meeting in Washington, the expenses of
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which trip were paid in full by the American College Publicity Association. The re-

actions from this speaking engagement seemed to reflect well on the University.

As the year closes, we are very happy to report the official installation of forty-

four University of Florida Alumni clubs. While this is primarily in the field of

alumni work, there is no question but that the University has received considerable

favorable publicity as result of the development of this far-reaching alumni club
program.

I have made no attempt in this report to enumerate the manifold activities that

naturally come within the scope of this department, but I am pleased to report that

we have continued, to the extent of our ability, an aggressive policy of the best pos-

sible interpretation of the University. I am confident that people of this state have
a far better understanding of the University now than at any previous time, and the

many favorable editorials which have appeared in the past year on the University
indicate beyond question the great appreciation of this University and of its leader-

ship. Press commendation of President Tigert has been extremely favorable and
widespread this year.

The installation of the Phi Beta Kappa chapter at the University this year was an
important event, but the extent of the general news and editorial space which we
were able to secure in connection with that significant event at the University far

exceeded the expectations of those most concerned with it.

Respectfully submitted,

Frank S. Wright, Director of Publicity

REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY PHYSICIAN
To the President of the University.

Sir: There continues to be an increasing number of patients among the summer
school students who are ill as a result of fatigue, which becomes apparent with the

strenuous schedule of the summer school; and each year brings an increase in the

number of students from the northern states who are sent to this institution in order

that they may benefit from the climate, particularly asthmatics and those suffering

recurrent upper respiratory infections.

The general health of the student body, however, shows much improvement over
former years. This improvement, no doubt, is partially due to the fact that freshmen
are having an increasing amount of corrective work done before they enter the Uni-
versity. That the general health of the student body is good is evidenced by the com-
paratively small number of hospital admissions and dispensary treatments for the

period. There has been no epidemic of note, but pneumonia has been more frequent
than in former periods, since the epidemic of three years ago. Malaria, contrary to

general belief, is seldom found among the student body; only fifteen cases were seen

during the first year of this biennium and two cases during the second year.

In April, 1937, a student suffered a fractured vertebra received in an automobile
accident near Palatka, from which point he was brought to the Infirmary and died a

few hours after admission. In October, 1937, two deaths occurred in the Infirmary,
one from a meningeal infection following a sinus infection, the other from an acute
streptoccocic meningitis occurring six hours after the patient was brought to the
Infirmary by his father from his home in west Florida. Of these deaths only one can
be classed as an institutional death.

Physical examinations of the freshman class and of all athletic teams, including
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intramural teams, have been made. Regular sanitary inspection of the dormitories,
cafeteria, swimming pool, and campus have been made, as well as physical examina-
tions of the kitchen help.

The Infirmary has been annually awarded a "Fully Approved Hospital Certificate"
by the American College of Surgeons.

Dr. Fred Mathers, after a service of three years as resident physician, resigned
October 1, 1937, and Dr. W. Rasmussen, a graduate of the University of Minnesota
and recipient of a fellowship in medicine from the Mayo Foundation, was appointed
to the position for one year. The nursing staff, which remains unchanged, has
rendered efficient service.

There has been no equipment purchased during this period except necessary re-

placements.

Respectfully submitted,

George C. Tillman, University Physician

REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

To the President of the University.

Sir: I respectfully submit the following report of the University of Florida Agri-
cultural Experiment Stations and the Agricultural Extension Service for the bi-

ennium ending June 30, 193 8.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

The closing of the biennium marks the fiftieth anniversary of the Florida Agricul-

tural Experiment Station. During that half-century period the history of the state's

agriculture has been a record of steady and pronounced advancement, and in this

achievement the experiment station has had no small part. The history of better live-

stock, higher quality fruits and vegetables, reduced costs of production, introduction

of new crops and superior varieties, improvement in plant and animal nutrition, con-

trol of pests and diseases, and other farming betterments is largely a register of results

or research and experimentation. Space does not permit the listing of even outstand-

ing station accomplishments of those fifty years; but it may be emphasized that no
phase of agricultural activities has been neglected, and each bears strongly the im-

print of application of research findings.

Wide diversity of soils and crops, climatic differences within the state, and the

more recent changing economic conditions wherein problems of agriculture have

multiplied in number and complexity have necessitated enlargement and widening

of the scope of experiment station investigational work. To meet these demands,

four branch stations and eight field laboratories, in addition to the eight research

departments of the Main station, are now functioning. All field stations are integral

parts of the Main station under unified administration, and each conducts experi-

mental work dealing with specific needs of the area where located.

During the biennium 182 major agricultural problems have been under investi-

gation. Among these projects were several carried in active co-operation with the

United States Department of Agriculture, other state agencies and organizations,

and neighboring experiment stations. All phases of cattle, poultry, and forage crop

investigations at the federal West Central Florida Experiment Station at Brooksville

are co-operative and correlated with the work of the Florida stations.
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Substantial and gratifying progress has been made in all research lines, the work
resulting in the accumulation of much new information of which the greater part

has been given almost immediate application. Detailed information covering the

scope, types, and findings of this experimental work for the biennial period is avail-

able in published form in the annual reports for the years 1937 and 193 8.

NEW FACILITIES

New buildings constructed during the biennium consisted of a dairy products lab-

oratory, financed in part by a grant from the Public Works Administration, and an

implement shed at the Main station, a field laboratory for the potato disease work at

Hastings, and an addition to the laboratory building at the Citrus station.

A tract of about 91 acres was added to holdings at the Main station, these lands to

be used mainly for pasture improvement investigations.

EDITORIAL

Demand has continued unabated for Station publications, and it has been difficult

to maintain a supply. From 80,000 to 100,000 bulletins are sent out annually, mostly

by special request. Twenty-three new bulletins ranging in size from 12 to 84 pages,

and 3 1 press bulletins, two pages in size, were printed during the biennium.

Articles by the research staff appearing in farm magazines, scientific journals, and

proceedings of scientific societies totaled (>! for the first year and 112 for the second.

Articles prepared by the editors were printed in national farm journals. Southern

farm magazines, and Florida farm papers.

The weekly clipsheet of the Agricultural Extension Service, sent to all Florida

weeklies and some dailies, contained numerous releases about Station work. Special

agricultural news stories sent direct and through the Associated Press supplied ma-
terial widely reprinted in state papers.

Station workers played an important part in Florida Farm Hour programs over

radio station WRUF at noon daily, preparing and delivering 317 talks in the two-

year period. Copies of 57 of these talks were forwarded to other stations throughout

the state for use in their farm flash broadcasts.

HORTICULTURAL PROTECTION SERVICE

In the last year of the biennium the frost forecasting service, conducted in co-

operation with the United States Weather Bureau, was enlarged to cover the whole

of the peninsular section of the state. Temperature survey records were secured

from 289 stations maintained by the Service and specialized frost forecasts were

issued for a network of 77 stations covering the citrus and truck areas. Daily tem-

perature forecasts for the past season were 98 per cent accurate within two degrees.

Forecasts were made available through 14 radio stations, press service, railroad private

wires to their stations, and by private telegraph and telephone service. Research and

educational work on frost protection problems have been continued.

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

During the biennium information covering farmers' co-operatives was completed,

data on Florida truck crop competition summarized, and the study of Florida citrus

prices concluded. Citrus cost of production and grove organization records are se-

cured and summarized annually.

Price data are being accumulated on all important Florida farm crops, animals,
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and animal products over a 2 8 -year period to arrive at a farm price index for Florida
agriculture and to make price analyses of individual commodities.

A study is in progress covering production credit needs and the adequacy of such
credit for citrus and vegetable growers.

AGRONOMY

General crop variety testing, introduction and trial of new grasses, grains, and
forage plants, cultural and fertilizer requirements of farm crops, and their improve-
ment by breeding and selection have been given major attention.

Fertilizer requirements of several crops have been under investigation, and the

tests show a wide difference in kinds and amounts of fertilizers required for maximum
yields and the essential need by some of the trace elements, such as magnesium and
zinc.

Plant breeding and selection have developed rust-resistant oats of good yielding

ability, superior varieties of both sweet and field corns, high-yielding, disease-resistant

syrup canes, an improvement over the Seabrook variety of Sea Island cotton, disease-

resistant strains of Napier grass, and improved peanuts through hybridization with
newly introduced Brazilian and other varieties. A perennial peanut recently has been

found that will thirve when grown with grass or other pasture plants.

Silage crop studies have shown corn, sorghum, sugar cane, and Napier grass to be

best suited, the ranking yield of feed produced being in the order given.

Pasture investigations have been expanded to include all phases of establishment

and management and the determination of the relative values of the many pasture

plants under different environmental conditions. Means of development of winter

clover pastures has been a significant finding.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND VETERINARY MEDICINE

Research in animal husbandry included work in the divisions of dairy husbandry

and animal nutrition, beef cattle, sheep and swine, poultry husbandry, and veterinary

medicine. The recently completed dairy products laboratory has provided facilities

for research with dairy products.

Further studies in mineral deficiencies of livestock have shown a marked shortage

of cobalt in forage grown in certain areas, and field tests have proven definitely that

this deficiency may be overcome by the addition of only a trace of this element to

mineral supplements.

Preliminary results from a two-year feeding trial indicate that dried citrus pulp

is a satisfactory feed for dairy cattle and that this feed may be substituted eco-

nomically for dried beet pulp. Grapefruit meal is being used in a feeding trial as a

ration for growing pigs. Field cases and feeding tests with swine have established

that peanuts are very deficient in calcium. Affected animals in advanced stages de-

velop posterior paralysis, a condition that may be corrected and prevented by using

a mineral mixture containing calcium.

In the hemorrhagic septicemia investigations, some predisposing agents have been

shown as necessary before the organisms of the Pastuerella group become pathogenic.

Commercial shark liver oil, a Florida product, has been tested as a source of Vitamin

A for poultry. Comparisons between this product and cod liver oil and cod liver oil

concentrate were made. The shark liver oil was found to be two to three times as

potent in Vitamin A as either of the cod liver oils.
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CHEMISTRY AND SOILS

Reorganization of this department has necessitated a revision and coordination of

its research, teaching, and extension activities. As now constituted and as a basis for

development, the field of the department comprises the following six major divisions:

soil chemistry and biochemistry, soil physics and biophysics, soil microbiology, soil

fertility, hydrology, soil mechanics and land use. Projects have been organized and
initiated in all but hydrology, soil physics, and soil mechanics.

Quantitive spectrographic methods for determination of copper have been ex-

tended and a new method developed for the photocolorimetric determination of iron.

Quite wide variation has been found in the iron content of some of the produce
grown on different soils, and in the trace-element studies somewhat larger proportions

of these elements were found in citrus soils of the more poorly drained series than of

the higher sandy Norfolk and related series.

Further studies were made of the Vitamin C content of Florida fruits and vege-

tables, "quick methods" for determining soil fertility, effect of cover crops on soil

composition, chlorosis of field crop plants, and of celery nutrition.

ENTOMOLOGY
Work of this department covered investigations with root-knot, rodents and in-

sects attacking farm, truck, fruit, nut, and ornamental crops.

Further progress was made in the selection of varieties of vegetables resistant to

root-knot attack, and experiments were continued on methods of control of the

nematode on perennial plants.

The Chinese ladybeetle, which destroys the citrus aphis, was established in two
additional counties. Summer food of this insect, when aphids are scarce, was found
to be the honey dew of the lantem fly which infests Napier grass and corn.

A new and very effective bait for the control of the gladiolus thrips has been per-

fected, and the study of the life history of this thrips concluded. Onion sets secured

through common commercial channels were found to be an important source of
infestation of onion thrips in the fall months. In the continuation of the study of

Florida aphids and flower thirps many new hosts and several species were added to

the known lists.

Biology and control studies were initiated on the lubberly locust, a particularly

destructive pest on blubs in the flatwoods areas.

HOME ECONOMICS

In nutritional studies with rural children, surveys in some areas have shown the

prevalence of anemia, vitamin deficiencies, and general malnutrition caused by in-

adequate and unbalanced diets. Co-operating with health officers, we have attempted
to correct these conditions.

A convenient and accurate method of diagnosing a lack of Vitamin A in human
beings was demonstrated in the differential white blood cell count correlated with
outward visual symptoms.

The Vitamin C content of home canned tomatoes and juice, preserved according
to the recommendations of Florida Home Demonstration Agents, was found to be as

high as that of standard commercial brands. The principal honeys of the state were
demonstrated to be satisfactory substitutes for glucose in infant feeding, as was also

cane syrup.
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HORTICULTURE

Horticultural investigations for the biennium included citrus storage, citrus ma-
turity, citrus juices, cultural requirements of vegetables, fruit and nut trees and
ornamentals, and fumigation of horticultural products.

Citrus storage experiments have developed methods for the determination of car-

bon dioxide in stored fruit, means of using iodine vapors in the prevention of storage

decays, and ways of storing, handling, and utilizing of tree-frozen fruit. Specific

freezing temperatures and length of time required at several critical temperatures to

freeze the different commercial varieties of citrus fruits were determined.

Physiological gradients in the chemical and physical constituents were determined

for citrus fruit and these correlated with quality and maturity. Changes in compo-
sition during the life cycle of citrus fruit from various soil types and locations have

been determined for important varieties.

Experiments have been conducted to determine the effects of cover crops, methods

of fertilizer application, use of manganese and other minerals, and the degree of soil

acidity on the production of vegetables. Variety and breeding work has been carried

on with several truck crops and some preliminary storage experiments made in rela-

tion to the handling of vegetables.

A rather common type of chlorosis affecting many varieties of ornamental plants

was found to be a manganese deficiency that can be corrected with manganese sul-

phate applied either to the soil or as a foliage spray.

In fumigation research, a portable instrument was devised for analyzing hydro-

cyanic acid gas. Studies of different fumigants on seeds, nursery stock, and other

horticultural products and of the insects affecting them were continued.

PLANT PATHOLOGY
Some 20 major plant diseases, as well as several problems of lesser importance, have

been under investigation.

Both protracted flooding of the soils and soil applications of calcium cyanamid

were developed as means of destroying the resting bodies of the celery pink rot

fungus. The source of bacterial wilt and soft rot of potatoes in the Hastings area

was traced to certain seed stocks in Maine and these sources excluded from the market

which has prevented further like losses in Florida potato plantings.

Two new tomato varieties have been produced through breeding that are not only

of good commercial quality but more resistant to wilt than any now being grown

commercially in the state. Progress has been made in breeding varieties of cantaloupes

and cucumbers resistant to downy mildew, a disease now limiting their successful

production. Seed of the station-developed Leesburg watermelon were not generally

available in 1937, but this year some 5 00 acres were planted in Florida. Other strains

of watermelons, resistant to both wilt and anthracnose, are in process of develop-

ment.

Marked advances were made in the treatment of gumming diseases of lime trees,

and identification of species of the fungus Diplodia has been simplified.

Numerous additions have been made to the herbarium, which has recently been

rated as the fourth largest in the southern states and selected as one of 1 5 depositories

for authentic specimens of economic trees of the United States.

BRANCH STATIONS
NORTH FLORIDA STATION

Research here is conducted for the northern part of Florida in animal husbandry,
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farm crops, horticulture, and plant diseases. Through the co-operation of the Works
Progress Administration the work has been advanced materially, federal funds during

the biennium approximating one-third the allotment for operations from other

sources.

A wide veriety of farm crops, sugar canes, pasture grasses, and legumes are under

trial. Excellent results and high yields have been obtained particularly in variety

trials, breeding and selection of oats and corn for disease resistance and general adapt-

ability. A ten-acre pecan orchard for variety, cover-crop, and fertilizer studies has

been planted.

Steer feeding experiments and swine grazing tests are being conducted to deter-

mine the economic utilization of home-grown roughages and concentrates. Investi-

gations have continued with purebred and grade Angus cattle and with native, grade,

and Columbia sheep. Fleece weights for the Columbias have averaged three times

those of the native sheep, while fleece weights for the grades have averaged over twice.

Methods have been demonstrated for control of the blue mold disease of tobacco.

Plant-bed fertilizer studies and tobacco breeding for disease resistance continue.

All commercial acreage of wrapper tobacco is now planted to varieties originated

by this station, which annually supplies a large part of the seed.

SUBTROPICAL STATION

The work of this station is restricted mainly to crops grown in the extreme south-

ern portions of the state and to tests of newly introduced plants that may be of worth

to that region.

Plantings of the citrus and avocado blocks have been completed as originally plan-

ned, with further plots of oranges and limes for specific cultural treatments added

this year. The grounds have been made much more attractive by ornamental plant-

ings.

Grove research has included studies of fertilizers, rootstocks, and control of dis-

eases with avocados, mangoes, and several kinds of citrus. For Tahiti limes, now
coming into bearing, the rough lemon has been the most satisfactory rootstock both

for yield and juice content, with the Cleopatra mandarin rating second.

Research with truck crops has covered studies of varieties, fertilizer requirements,

cultural methods, and disease control of those vegetables now being commercially

produced or having commercial possibilities in the area. Shipping tests have been

made of these vegetables, especially to get market reactions, and data have been

secured on the picking and packing of tomatoes after they show a pink color, rather

than green as is now the common practice.

The Board of County Commissioners of Dade County has continued its co-opera-

tion in supplementing state funds so that the scope of vegetable investigations could

be increased.

EVERGLADES STATION

Low water levels in the Everglades are having a severely destructive effect upon
the muck soils of that area through losses by fire, subsidence, and oxidation. Water
table studies, to determine the effect of different soil water levels upon factors caus-

ing soil subsidence and upon the growth of different crops, are showing that soil sub-

sidence and oxidation are proportional to the depth the water level is held below the

soil surface. Most crops have thrived where the water level was high enough to check

excessive subsidence.

Plant disease control and cultural experiments have been continued with the
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major vegetable crops of the area, and methods of control of insect pests of these
crops and sugar cane have also been given major attention.

Sugar cane breeding has resulted in the propagation of thousands of seedlings
which are now undergoing selection tests. Syrup making studies are being carried
on with varieties of cane selected for and grown in the North Florida, Gainesville,

and Everglades regions.

Further information has been gathered on the growth habits and cultural require-

ments of new crops, among them ramie and imported grasses. Several of these grasses

now have an established place in Everglades agriculture. Many field crops are in-

cluded in various tests.

Feeding trials were conducted with steers during each of the past two years, and
the study of nutritional problems with cattle, peculiar to the area, was undertaken.
The herd of Devon cattle has been maintained.

CITRUS STATION

Additions to the laboratory and equipment have greatly facilitated investigational

work at the Citrus Station. About 20 acres of citrus have been planted recently, and
an irrigation system installed during the past year.

Significant contributions have been made in the different research fields with
citrus. The cause of a speckled condition of mature fruit, heretofore confused with
melanose, was determined to be due to rust mites and control measures were demon-
strated. The leaf symptoms of manganese deficiency were identified, and information

made available concerning its character and occurrence as a guide in manganese
application.

A chemical study of the soils in over one hundred groves representing most of

the common citrus soils showed an extreme variation in soil composition. Most were

found to be very low in exchange capacity and consequently subject to serious leach-

ing problems. These findings have been of value as a basis for determining properly

adapted fertilizer programs. As a result of the investigations with zinc, this element

is now being used universally throughout the citrus belt in the control of "french-

ing" of the foliage.

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE

Agricultural Extension programs have been in progress in all of the counties of

Florida except Collier, Monroe, Indian River, St. Lucie, Martin, Franklin, and Flagler.

It is a requirement of the Extension service that counties desiring co-operation bear

a proportionate part of the cost.

In the 60 counties that are co-operating, 57 have county agents, 3 8 have home

agents, and 13 have negro agents. Each co-operating county has county programs.

These are approved by the Agricultural Extension Service and are set up on the basis

of recommendations made through its supervisory and specialist staff. The county

programs constitute the basis for the state program, which is in turn approved by the

Office of Extension Work in Washington.

State and county programs are necessarily made to correspond with recommenda-

tions by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, since the department contributes more

than 50 percent of the funds used by the Florida Agricultural Extension Service. For

the most part, such changes are enlargements of the programs dealing with agricul-

tural adjustment, rural electrification, surplus commodity purchases, marketmg

agreements, and correspond with recommendations made by the bureaus of the De-

partment of Agriculture.

Annual reports issued for the calendar year give in detail the accomplishments of
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the Extension Service and are reported by projects. State programs have been set up

under 16 projects, five of which are classified as relating directly to home demonstra-

tion work and the remaining 1 1 classified as bearing more directly on men's work.

Since 4-H Club work involves programs for boys and girls, it is included in all 16

projects. All programs are co-ordinated in a working plan for each county and are

correlated with a State Extension program for agriculture and home economics.

They are set up for the primary purpose of improving conditions of the farm and

home. These programs provide the basis for the extension work, including the serv-

ices rendered by negro extension workers.

The major programs have dealt with agricultural conservation, agricultural eco-

nomics, citriculture, dairying, animal husbandry, 4-H Club work, agronomy, vege-

table production, and home demonstration work in its various phases.

In addition to these state-wide projects, the following are special undertakings:

A. County Program Planning: County planning councils have been set up in 12 counties for de-

veloping programs for agriculture and home economics through leadership from farmers, farm women,
vocational teachers, county agents, civic clubs, county commissioners, and school boards. These

councils are organized to promote state and Federal programs so that they may be adapteJ to local

conditions. Councils are organized around the offices of the county extension representatives, who
furnish statistical subject matter supplied by the Agricultural Extension Service. This subject matter

has been worked up on a county-wide basis and on recommendation to be considered by the county

planning councils.
*

B. Screiv Worm Control: The Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine completed its educa-

tional program on screw worm control on June 30, 1937. Since the Florida Legislature did not make
further appropriations for this activity, further work in control of the screw worm was left to the

Agricultural Extension Service, working with the owners of livestock through the county extension

agents.

C. Sea Island Cotton: Efforts to restore the Sea Island cotton industry in some 20 north Florida

counties have been undertaken jointly by the Extension Service, Exp>eriment Station, and U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture. State campaigns to maintain pure seed lines and to control the boll weevil

have been the basis for this program. The area planted to Sea Island cotton in 193 8 is approximately

20,000 acres, some of which is planted in South Florida counties where cotton has previously been

grown only to a limited extent.

The 1937 State Legislature enacted a law making it possible for any county to determine by refer-

endum whether it would exclude all varieties of short staple cotton in order to prevent mixing of

varieties and thereby establish a better grade and staple for the Sea Island cotton industry.

D. Soil Conservation: The 1937 State Legislature enacted a law providing for the establishment of

soil conservation districts. The Act established a State Committee, consisting of the director of the

Experiment Station, vice-director of the Extension Service, and the soil conservationist of the College

of Agriculture. Provisions of the Act have been carried out in one district, established in Jackson and

Holmes counties, and known as the Holmes Creek Soil Conservation District. The law provides that

the districts shall have supervisors and that their programs be coordinated with those of the Soil

Conservation Service and Agricultural Extension Service.

E. Tobacco Blue Mold Control: The Extension Service, Experiment Station, and State Plant Board

co-operated in a program before the 193 8 planting season to control blue mold in tobacco seedbeds in

north Florida counties. In 193 7 this disease had been unusually destructive and the growers were in-

experienced in the methods of control.

F. Agricultural Conservation: The Agricultural Conservation program is established with the Ex-

tension Service at the University of Florida. In the county, the program is under the direct super-

vision of the county agent and its headquarters are in the county agent's office. The program involves

control measures affecting cotton and tobacco. It involves payments to farmers for adjustments in

the interest of soil conservation and thereby affects all counties. Each county has one or more con-

servation committees, the county agent being secretary. Association members are elected and their

committees make recommendations to the state office regarding contracts and assignments of individual

farmers as required by law. This involves an increased clerical staff in the county agent's office and

has greatly increased his responsibilities and duties.

The Agricultural Adjustment program also provides for commodity marketing agreements and for

surplus commodity purchases.
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Expenses for such programs are financed from Agricultural Adjustment Administration funds and
allotted through the Extension Service.

On July 1, 1937, 16 assistant agricultural conservation agents were appointed to help county agents,
largely to handle adjustment programs. These men also assist in some instances in 4-H club work and
field work insofar as their time will permit. Men selected for these positions are graduates of the
College of Agriculture and have other qualifications which fit them for county agent duties. These
men have been employed only in counties having sufficient farming operations to justify their service.

In other counties with less work, clerical services are allotted to the county agent's office.

OFFICE AND EQUIPMENT FOR COUNTY WORKERS

Additional office space has been allotted to county extension agents. Some offices,

formerly located in courthouses, are now housed in rented buildings, the cost being

borne by the county boards. Additional office equipment has been provided by the

Extension Service and the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.

In St. Johns, Duval, Columbia, Bay, and Leon counties office space has been pro-

vided in Federal buildings. Additional office space has been requisitioned in other

postoffice buildings now approved for construction. Many offices are inadequate and
poorly located for extension work and provision of adequate space in Federal build-

ings would be a substantial improvement over present conditions. These enlarged

programs have made it necessary in some cases to establish the home demonstration

agents in separate building.

PERSONNEL CHANGES

Dr. Frank W. Brumley, economist in farm management, resigned September 1,

1937, to accept a similar position in Louisiana State University and was succeeded by
Mr. C. M. Hampson.

Mr. D. Gray Miley was appointed as assistant economist in farm management.

Dr. R. V. Allison was appointed soil conservationist of the Agricultural Exten-

sion Service. Joint programs in agriculture, soil conservation, and related subjects

have an important place in Extension work and are applicable to a large part of Flor-

ida's farming area.

Miss Mary E. Keown was appointed state home demonstration agent in the sum-
mer of 1936, succeeding Miss Flavia Gleason, who resigned. Miss Ethyl HoUoway,
former Leon county home agent, was appointed district agent for north and east

Florida counties October 1, 1937, succeeding Miss Keown as district agent in that

territory.

Beulah Shute was appointed district agent in negro home demonstration work to

supervise the programs of negro home demonstration agents.

There are relatively few changes in personnel in counties. Most of the changes

were promotions from positions as assistants to those of county or home agents. All

recent county agent appointees are graduates of the University of Florida College of

Agriculture.

In negro work, three agents have been appointed, two of them being graduates of

the A. & M. College, Tallahassee.

EXTENSION FINANCES

For the first year of the biennium the Extension finances are shown below in tab-

ular form. There is no change in this for the year beginning July 1 , 193 8, except such

changes as may be made by county boards in their appropriations applying to the sal-

aries of county extension workers.
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RECEIPTS JULY 1, 1937-JUNE 30, 1939 ANNUAL BASIS

Percentage of Total

U. S. Department of Agriculture - - $219,399.72 51.7 percent
State of Florida ------- 92,000.00 21.7 percent
County Appropriations ----- 113,000.00 26.6 percent

$424,399.72

Distribution of these funds to projects and detailed expenditures is shown in the

1937 Extension Annual Report.

Attention is called to the percentage of funds from three sources and in particular

to the relatively large appropriations by the counties as compared with the state

appropriation. Funds appropriated by the U. S. Department of Agriculture are

approved by Congress and are a part of the total allotments to all states. These funds

are allotted with limitations which require off-set funds in part, limitations on pur-

chase of equipment, limitations on the training of personnel to be employed and an

actual accounting according to budgets approved for all expenditures. These re-

quirements also apply to funds which are provided as off-sets.

4-H CLUB WORK
An additional 4-H club camp with accommodations for 125 persons has been built

in Madison county on the property of the Cherry Lake Farms. Construction was
undertaken in July, 1937, and the camp turned over to the Extension Service June
30, 1938. A 15-year lease on the property, with optional renewal privileges, has

been secured. The Cherry Lake Farms Corporation also donated a quantity of lumber

obtained from buildings erected for temporary purposes. It also donated the use of

trucks for hauling materials and supplied roofing, water pipes, and pressure tank at

a reduced cost, in addition to other liberal contributions toward the building of the

camp. Other contributions for roofing, hardware, and other materials were made
by county boards and business firms in Madison and nearby counties. The National

Youth Administration provided a foreman to supervise the construction and allotted

N.Y.A. labor for the clearing of grounds and construction work.

This camp has been named "Cherry Lake 4-H Camp," and is located on the north

shore of Cherry Lake. It covers 10.3 acres and has a shore line of 1117 feet. There is

one dining hall with kitchen and equipment and storage facilities, 12 cottages, one

auditorium with a seating capacity of 250, one control cottage for use of persons in

charge, two swimming docks, sanitary lavatories and toilets, and one well 180 feet

deep. Electrical lighting and power equipment is available. The estimated cost for

completion, exclusive of camp site, is $8,5 00.

The Extension Service now has three 4-H club camps that are providing camping
facilities for practically all Florida counties. These camps are used between June 15

and September 15 and approximately 2,000 4-H club members receive training at

them during this period. The programs are conducted by extension specialists,

county and home agents, and other appropriate assistants.

AWARDS DONATED FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF 4-H CLUB WORK
These awards consist of scholarships in the University of Florida and Florida State

College for Women; expenses for trips awarded to 4-H club boys and girls in the

counties to the National 4-H Club Camp, Washington, D. C. and the National 4-H
Club Congress in Chicago; expenses for attendance at short courses at the Florida

State College and University of Florida; and incidental honors to 4-H members. These
scholarships are awarded by business organizations and individuals for the purpose
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of encouragement of Extension work among 4-H club members. Total amount of
awards, $17,673.

EDITORIAL AND MAILING SECTION

Bulletins printed since July 1, 1937, total 16. Other publications include 14 rec-
ord books, 1 1 circular and miscellaneous items—a total of 410,625 copies. The in-

formational section also included letter enclosure folders on timely farm subjects.

In the mimeograph section an average of 200 stencils per month was made and over
50,000 sheets printed. This news and publicity service is generally accepted by the
State press which uses a considerable amount of farm news originating in the offices

of the Extension Service at Gainesville and in the counties.

RADIO BROADCASTING

There were 313 Florida Farm Hour presentations over WRUF with a total of

1,009 talks and other features. The programs were furnished largely by representa-

tives of the Extension Service (State and County) and members of the Experiment
Station staff and State Plant Board, with accasional contributions from other depart-

ments of the state government. Other radio stations were supplied with the Farm
Flashes for use over their respective stations.

FLORIDA NATIONAL EGG-LAYING CONTEST

Reports covering the 11th contest, which ended September, 1937, showed there

were 92 entries. These consisted of 21 pens of heavy breeds and 71 pens of light

breeds.

Egg production for the 51 weeks averaged 204.2 eggs {>er bird, with a point value

of 203.2. The largest production was from a Florida single-comb white leghorn pro-

duced on Pinebreeze Farm, Callahan, Florida. The production of this bird was 312

eggs with a value of 326.65 points.

Florida hens, in comparison with those from outside the state, had 8 percent lower

mortality and laid 62 more eggs per hen. The total feed consumption for 5 1 weeks

was 94.5 pounds per bird for the heavy breeds and 86.76 pounds per bird for the

light breeds, an average of 89.59 per bird for all breeds. The average amount of feed

required to produce one dozen eggs was 5.21 pounds. The average net price received

for eggs was 2 5.4 cents per dozen.

HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
Home demonstration work has just completed twenty-five years of service in Flor-

ida. During these years 101,459 women and 149,159 girls have participated in home
improvement programs affecting the farm people of this state. Two counties, Leon

and Hillsborough, have maintained extension work without interruption since 1912.

The major projects have included garden and orchard, poultry, dairying, nutri-

tion, food conservation, meal planning and cookery, clothing, house furnishings,

beautification of home grounds, home management, sanitation, and community

activity programs.

PROBLEMS AND RESULTS

Each county follows a definite program for home demonstration work with im-

mediate and long-time goals. The following data have been compiled from two years'

records:

Result Demonstrations: A total of 15,787 women and 20,086 girls were enrolled to conduct definite
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demonstrations. These established demonstrations conducted in farm homes were visited by 44,221

people; as a result of these demonstrations many improvements in family and country life were made.

17,872 home gardens were grown with sales of garden products totaling $16,063; 913 home or-

chard plantings were made; 3,0 5 6 demonstration poultry flocks produced products used and sold with

an estimated value of $12 5,000; home dairy cows owned by 4,3 96 families supplied ample dairy

products for each member of the family; 3,384,167 quarts of vegetables and fruits, and 273,285 quarts

of meat were preserved and canned; 2,191 buildings were constructed or remodeled; 603 water and
light systems installed; 1,3 99 home grounds improved; 4,2 3 8 families following a clothing program at

an estimated saving of $116,759. Home industries brought a return in cash of $361,683. Negro
women and girls produced and preserved farm products for home use and sale valued at $42,319.

Home agents conducted 15,463 method demonstrations with an attendance of 247,313. There were

44,109 telephone calls; 63,293 letters were written; 5,489 newspaper articles were published; and 108

radio talks made.

Record books are furnished to women and girls by the state office. These are summarized and used

as a basis for study by organized clubs. Much assistance from local leaders makes it possible for home
agents to extend their programs to many people who could not otherwise be reached. A record for

the two years shows that 2,5 37 women and girls gave voluntary assistance to home demonstration

agents in their various programs.

Rural home demonstration councils were organized in 27 counties. There were 526 4-H clubs

and 317 rural womens' clubs developed for Extension programs. These councils develop state wide

uniform plans suited to a variety of conditions which exist in many counties and have sponsored

scholarship funds totaling $2,000 to be used by 4-H members to enable them to attend college.

Enrollment of girls in 4-H clubs shows an increase of 1,159 over the last biennium. Seventy per

cent of all girls enrolled completed the required work that would entitle them to comp)ete for scholar-

ships and other state-wide awards. Ninety-four 4-H club girls entered the Florida State College for

Women in 1937. An organization, known as the "College 4-H Club," made up of members of county

4-H club girls, contributes to many useful activities. This club contributed much toward the first

Rural Youth Conference in Florida and the Jubilee 4-H short course held in Tallahassee in 1937.

Four former Florida 4-H club girls are now employed as county home demonstration agents.

Ten county and home agents have enrolled for special study courses for Extension workers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

On account of the increased responsibilities placed on county extension agents,

additional assistance should be provided for carrying out 4-H club programs, for the

management of the district 4-H camps and other 4-H activities, and for more cler-

ical assistance and more efficient office equipment in the counties.

On account of the increased demands for pulp wood to supply pulp mills, Exten-

sion Forestry work has now reached a stage where conditions require intensive educa-

tional work to assist in constructive forestry work; otherwise, timber which could

be protected by constructive educational programs will be destroyed or wasted. The
program should be coordinated with the School of Forestry of the College of Agri-

culture.

It is recommended that greater emphasis be placed on soil conservation programs

and projects set up to carry out educational programs through the Extension Service,

with competent supervision coordinated with the College of Agriculture program.

This program, when established, will be a co-operative one between districts, the

Federal Soil Conservation Service, and the Agricultural Extension Service.

It is further recommended that Negro Extension work be enlarged to include six or

eight additional counties where there are a substantial number of farms owned and

operated by negro farmers.

It is again emphasized that the system of financing extension work in the counties

remains complicated and uncertain, and the responsibility for county finances should

be assumed by State and Federal institutions.

Increased research work covering incomes and nutrition of farm families.
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Facilities for the training of home demonstration workers, by special courses in

the University curriculum.

A plan for retirement, with some financial security for Extension workers.

Respectfully submitted,

WiLMON Newell, Director

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF RADIO STATION WRUF
To the President of the University.

Sir: In the past reports it has been the policy of the Director of WRUF to set

forth the multifarious activities carried on by the State and University of Florida

Radio Station: those that deal with the educational undertakings of the people of this

state; those that save the farmers and growers of Florida tremendous sums of money
—the Florida Farm Hour programs, the market reports, weather forecasts, and
other similar services; those that provide a substantial assistance to the law-enforc-

ing agencies—the sheriff and police reports; and those that afford primary radio serv-

ice to an area not cared for by any other radio in the state. In this report, however, I

shall not deal with these well-known functions of WRUF; they have been continued,

of course, and their value is universally recognized. Instead, I shall briefly mention

some of the less apparent, but no less important, ways by which the station serves the

University and the state.

Since radio is one of the most rapidly advancing industries in our nation, a radio

station is now considered an indispensable part of the equipment of a modern uni-

versity. It is an essential laboratory for the training of electrical engineers and for

the training of men and women who are to produce programs. WRUF has become
known not only for training radio engineers but also for developing talent in the

fields of production, announcing, and continuity writing; WRUF also serves as a

laboratory for the speech department of the University. Universities all over the

world are recognizing the fact that they must teach courses in radio. Realizing this,

they are entering this field without the necessary equipment to train young men
properly. Florida, fortunately, has the equipment in WRUF. The operation of

WRUF, therefore, is worth more than it costs the state in that it provides the young

men of Florida an opportunity for education in this field of radio equal to, if not

greater than, that afforded by any state. WRUF bears the reputation of being one of

the best training grounds for men who wish to follow radio work as a vocation in this

country or any other country. We receive many applications for WRUF-trained

operators and production men. One of the greatest tributes that could be paid to

WRUF is the fact that every student who has worked at the radio station has, upon

graduation, immediately found a position in some department of radio work.

Another service which cannot be measured in dollars and cents is that of advertis-

ing the state of Florida and its products. With certain changes and improved equip-

ment WRUF would be in a position to be of tremendous advertising value to the

state, aside from the many activities that are already carried on.

The commercial stations would naturally oppose the increase in power for WRUF.
They are opposed to WRUF now because no commercial station could hope to render

the great service that WRUF renders the people of the state and remain solvent.

The desire of the commercial people to obtain the sale or lease of WRUF each legis-

lative year is one of the greatest arguments for the retention of the station. If com-

mercial radio knows its value and desires to buy or lease it, then it must be of positive

value to the state of Florida.
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Radio Station WRUF is one of the best known educational radio stations in our

whole country; in fact its reputation extends throughout the world. Many repre-

sentatives of foreign stations and systems have come here to study our methods of

broadcasting. It is true that the greater number of our entertainment programs, be-

cause of the lack of funds necessary for live talent, are transcribed programs. It is

likewise true that this station operates on $42,000 a year, while a commercial station

of the same size would require over $200,000.

As a source of information and entertainment for the listeners, as a means of saving

money for the growers and farmers, as an aid to our law-enforcing agents, as a sta-

tion providing primary radio service for a large area of Florida, as an intricate part of

the training for students studying radio, and as an advertising medium for the state

of Florida, WRUF is one of the state's most valuable assets.

Respectfully submitted,

Garland Powell, Director of WRUF
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